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Different Perspectives 

Chapter 1 

Infants' perception of relations between interacting objects: 
Different perspectives 

1.1. Introduction 
At present there is a great interest in visual perception in infancy. The field is continu

ing to make significant progress in understanding infants' visual world. It has been 

shown that before the end of the first year infants are able to perceive objects, their pro

perties, motions, and events. However, very little information exists about infants' per

ception of outcomes of interactions between objects. The outcome of such an interaction 

is constrained by relations between the objects involved in the interaction. The present 

dissertation investigates infants' perception of the relations between interacting objects 

that determine the outcome of interactions. 

For infants, perception of such relations is a highly adaptive ability because it allows 

for anticipation of the course and outcome of object interactions. An infant without anti

cipations is forced to react to each visual event as it occurs and as such will be enslaved 

to external events (Haith, Hazan, & Goodman, 1988). Therefore, infants need to 

perceive the relations between objects in order to control their own actions and to become 

able to participate in interactions. When an infant is for example, able to coordinate the 

perception of relations between objects to her/his manipulations of objects, tool use 

becomes possible. 

Insight into infants' ability to perceive relations between interacting objects contributes 

to our theoretical insight in infants' cognitive development and more specifically, to our 

understanding of the knowledge infants acquire about the physical world. 

The classical view on infants' visual perception as described by James (1890) or 

Piaget (1954), states that infants start life without the ability to perceive events, the ob

jects involved in these events and the relations between these objects. It has been sug

gested that during early infancy, there were only modality specific meaningless sensa

tions. However, recent research on infant perception has provided us with evidence that 

young infants are able to perceive important properties of objects and events in the world 

around them (for an overview see Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 1993 pp 31-39). How is it 

possible that investigators in the past underestimated infants' perceptual abilities to such 

an extent? 
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Their are several possible explanations: 

1. Investigators made unjustified generalizations from babies poor motor abilities to 

their perceptual abilities (Baillargeon, 1990; Flavell et al., 1993). Psychologists in past 

decades were not able to investigate perceptual abilities in infancy because adequate re

search methods were lacking. They were, however, able to investigate infants' motor 

skills and found that these skills were poorly developed. They generalized these findings 

to infants' perceptual abilities. 

2. Psychologists were able to study post infancy perception and found improvement 

with age. Downward extrapolation led to the assumption that infants' perceptual abilities 

must be very poor indeed (Flavell et al., 1993). 

3. A third explanation might be sought in the basic assumption of the classical view. 

This basic assumption was that stimulus information itself is inadequate for perception. 

A recent theory, the ecological realism, assumes that the perceptual array itself is 

sufficiently structured and may provide infants with veridical information in order to 

perceive the physical world. Moreover, from birth, infants' exploratory activities are 

directed to surrounding surfaces in search for this information. These assumptions from 

the ecological theory may provide us with a research strategy to find an explanation for 

the perceptual abilities in infancy. Moreover, they may provide us with a guide-line to 

investigate infants' perception of relations between interacting objects. 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into 5 sections. The first section presents 

Piaget's descriptions of the sequence of changes in infants' cognitions about relations 

between objects. The second section reviews Spelke's theory on infants' knowledge of 

basic object principles and their constraints for the course and outcome of interactions. 

The third section reviews the ecological theory of visual perception. The fourth section 

considers an extension of this theory to infants' perception of relations between proper

ties of interacting objects and the outcomes that are constrained by these relations. 

Finally, the last section introduces the separate studies that were conducted in order to 

test this theoretical extension. 

1.2. The traditional approach: Piaget's constructivism 
The traditional approach to visual perception — and to visual perception of objects and 

object relations— holds that the world we see must be reconstructed by the observer. 

This reconstruction is done by glueing together primitive features of the retinal image 

such as edges and blobs. Then mediating processes operate on the retinal image resulting 

in perception (Bruce & Green, 1985). In order to carry out these mediating processes 
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knowledge of the world is needed. This assumption explains why according to the tradi

tional approach, perception of relations between interacting objects was conceived as not 

possible in infancy because it seemed obvious that infants lacked the required knowledge 

to carry out the mediating processes that were needed in order to perceive these relations. 

The traditional approach is called the indirect approach and has several different repre

sentatives. With regard to infants' perception, Piaget's theory is the most relevant one. 

This theory claims that cognition develops from a foundation of sensation and action and 

pertains to all cognitive development including the perception of relations between 

objects. Recent research, using methodologies that were not available to Piaget, raised 

serious questions about the validity of Piaget's claims about infants' perception of objects 

and events. However, in order to enable a balanced comparison we decided to start with 

an overview of the classic Piagetian claims about infants' perception of object relations. 

According to Piaget, perception of the relations between objects starts to develop in 

the sensori-motor period. This period is divided into 6 substages. The first two sub-

stages covers the period from birth to 4 months of age. During this period infants have 

no notion of separateness between the self and objects in the environment. Because 

infants cannot make this distinction, they cannot have any notion of relations between 

objects yet. 

The third substage ranges from 4 to 10 months of age. The infant is now aware of the 

self as distinguished from objects. However, this is still a subjective awareness. Infants 

consider objects and their displacements as products of their own actions. Knowledge 

about relations between interacting objects without the involvement of the infants' own 

action, is therefore still not possible. 

The fourth stage of the sensori-motor period, covers the period from 10 to 12 months 

and is a transitional phase between subjective and objective knowledge. During this 

period the infants become able to relate object properties to one another, independent of 

their actions with respect to the objects. However, the ability to perceive these relations 

is still very fragile. When relations between objects become more complex, infants still 

show a lack in understanding of object relations. An example of this inability is the well 

known object permanence error under conditions of displacement of objects (see Flavell 

et al., 1993). 

It is not until substage 5, 12-18 months of age, that infants develop objective notions 

of the relations between objects. Infants become able to perceive mean-end relations 

which enable them to start to use tools. However, again this objective notion of object 

relations is still limited. Perception is still restricted to what Piaget calls: immediate per-
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ception. Spatial problems between objects cannot be mentally represented and solved. 

For example, detours can be achieved only when the path is available through direct per

ception. Displacements which occur outside the visual field (Piaget, 1971, p.229) are 

not taken into account by the child. 

The ability to take displacements outside the visual field into account is achieved in 

substage 6, at 18-24 months of age. This substage is the onset of mental representations 

of relations between objects. Infants become able to imaginably move through space. 

In summary, according to Piaget, infants are not able to perceive relations between 

objects before 10 months of age. It is not until 18 months of age that infants mentally 

represent relations between objects. According to Piaget, the ability to perceive relations 

between objects and their constraints for events depends upon sensori-motor structures 

that arise gradually as perception and action become intercoordinated (Piaget, 1954). This 

explains why according to Piaget perception of relations between interacting objects de

velops later in infancy. Another approach, a central-origins thesis from Spelke, offers a 

different explanation for infants' perception of relations between objects. This explana

tion allows earlier perception of relations between interacting objects in infancy. 

1.3. A central origin thesis: Spelke 
According to Piaget, cognition develops from a foundation of sensations and actions. 

Spelke favours a different view, namely that the development of cognition has its own 

foundation (Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992a). This view is based 

upon two theses about cognition in infancy. The first one is the active representation the

sis, which states that infants are capable of reasoning. They can represent states of the 

world that they no longer perceive and are able to operate on these representations. This 

allows them to obtain knowledge about states of the world they have never perceived be

fore. The second thesis is the core knowledge thesis, which states that reasoning accords 

with principles at the centre of mature common sense conceptions. In other words, the 

infants' reasoning gives rise to conceptions that are largely appropriate to infants' experi

ences. These initial conceptions form the core of later conceptions. They will be en

riched as knowledge grows but will not be radically changed. 

Spelke stated that Piaget denied the active representation thesis and, therefore, came to 

the conclusion that cognition is based upon sensations and actions. Denial of the core 

knowledge thesis by Piaget and others led to the belief that development involved radical 

changes in cognition. 
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Spelke's et al. work on the active representation thesis and the core knowledge thesis 

pertain to a single domain of knowledge: knowledge of the properties and behavior of 

middle sized inanimate material objects. Spelke considered infants' abilities to represent 

and reason about interacting objects in accord with four basic constraints: Continuity 

(objects move only on connected paths), solidity (objects move only on unobstructed 

paths), gravity (objects move downward in the absence of support), and inertia (objects 

do not change their motion abruptly and spontaneously). 

Spelke concluded from a series of experiments (Spelke et al. 1992a; Spelke, 

Simmons, Breinlinger, Jacobson, Keller, & Macomber, 1992b; Spelke, 1994) that 

infants are able to represent and reason about the physical world at an early age. In these 

experiments, infants were typically presented with a visible surface layout and then part 

of the layout was hidden behind a screen. A falling or rolling object moved behind the 

screen and reappeared at its far side. After habituation, the surface layout was modified 

and two test events were presented. In each event an obstacle was visibly placed on the 

objects' path of motion and then was hidden from view by the screen. The object moved 

behind the screen as before and then the screen was raised to reveal the object at rest in 

one of two positions. The object reappeared either at a novel position on the near side of 

the obstacle or at its familiar position on the far side of the obstacle. Because the object 

could not have reached the far side of the obstacle without either jumping over it or 

passing through it, the position at the far side was inconsistent with the continuity and 

solidity constraints. Infants from 2.5 months of age showed a significant preference for 

the inconsistent outcome over the consistent outcome. Therefore, Spelke concluded that 

infants from 2.5 months of age are sensitive to solidity and continuity and are able to 

anticipate event outcomes that are based upon these constraints. Both solidity and 

continuity appear to be central to mature common sense conceptions of the physical 

world. At a later age of 6 to 9 months, infants also become sensitive to gravity and 

inertia and to the outcomes that they constrain. 

Spelke's findings provide evidence against Piaget's thesis that infants' ability to per

ceive relations between objects and their constraints for events depends upon assumed 

sensori-motor structures that arise gradually as perception and action become intercoordi-

nated. Infants of 3 and 4 months of age are not able to locomote around objects or to 

reach for and manipulate objects. Nevertheless, Spelke concluded that such infants can 

represent an object that is no longer in sight and make inferences about its occluded mo

tion. According to Spelke early perception of the physical world is possible because 

from the beginning infants already have core knowledge and representational skills that 
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allow them to reason about the world. There is, however, another explanation possible 

for the early perceptual competence of infants. This explanation is advocated by the eco

logical approach. 

1.4. The ecological approach to visual perception 
According to J.J. Gibson (1979) mental representation is not a necessary prerequisite 

for the perception of the physical world. Instead of the retinal image which has to be 

passively sensed and mentally interpreted and instead of cognitive skills which must be 

assumed to be nativistic, for the visual system there is information available in the 

extended spatial and temporal pattern of light. This pattern of light that reaches the eyes 

from all directions is called the optic array. The information available in the optic array 

specifies properties of objects and events. According to J.J. Gibson it is flow and 

disturbance in the structure of the optic array rather than bars, blobs or forms in a image 

which provide information for perception. 

How can there be information in the optic array? The surrounding of a perceiver con

sists of surfaces which are immersed in a medium, air. All surfaces have a certain layout 

and all surfaces have structure because they are composed of texture elements. The com

position of the surfaces constrains the way in which light is absorbed and reflected. 

Because ambient light is structured by the substantial environment it contains information 

about this environment. It is the structure in light rather than stimulation per se, that 

provides information for visual perception. 

How can this structure in light lead to veridical perception of objects? An object exists 

in volume and from an observer's point of view, may lie in front of another surface. In 

J.J. Gibson's view, all the rays reflected from surfaces, or air particles, form a hierarchi

cal and overlapping set of solid angles. The smallest solid angles correspond to the 

smallest texture elements in the environment These small angels are nested within larger 

angles. These larger angles correspond to boundaries of larger regions or objects. Since 

the spatial pattern of light will differ according to the nature of the surface from which it 

has been reflected, changes in this pattern specify certain boundaries and specify the ar

rangement of surfaces of objects in the environment 

However, not only the array of light reflected from objects but the total array of light 

reaching the observer must be considered in visual perception including the light reflected 

from the background structure on which objects lie. This background structure also 

provides important information. For example, the relative size of two objects is given by 
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the relation between the amount of texture that both objects conceal from their common 

(back)ground. 

The pattern of light reflected from a scene may change. Objects may move, the point 

of observation may change. Movement and motion will always be accompanied by flow 

in the optic array. Optic flow can be described as the fluctuating pattern of structured 

light reaching an observer caused by any relative movement between the observer and the 

environment. Traditionally, it was thought that knowledge of the world was obtained by 

momentary images projected to the eyes. Changes in stimulation given by movements 

and events were thought to make the interpretation of images more difficult. However, 

according to J.J. Gibson it is especially the spatio-temporal variation of the optic array 

which is fundamental to perception. When these changes occur, some measures of the 

pattern of light reflected from an object or scene remain constant while other measures of 

the pattern vary. The aspects that remain constant are called invariants. Because an in

variant stays constant while other things change, the invariant is information for the 

perceiver about persistent properties in the environment. For example, when an object 

rotates in front of a background surface, its leading edge occludes the texture of this 

background surface, while its trailing edge disoccludes texture of this surface. Such a 

series of projective transformations in the visual field produces invariants that specify an 

object's shape, while its shape would remain ambiguous from any single projection 

(Ruff, 1982). 

Research on infant perception has shown that infants are able to perceive invariants 

that specify properties of a single object. There is evidence that on the basis of 

invariants, infants can perceive shape (Day & Mckenzie, 1973; E.J. Gibson, Owsley, 

Walker, & Megaw-Nyce, 1979; Keilman, 1984; Ruff, 1982), unity (Keilman & Spelke, 

1983; Spelke, von Hofsten, & Kestenbaum, 1989), size (Day & Mckenzie, 1981) and 

motion (E. J. Gibson, Owsley, Johnston, 1978; Ruff, 1985; Yonas 1981). Invariants are 

information for the spatial arrangements between objects (Granrud, Yonas, Smith, 

Arterberry, Glicksman, & Sorknes, 1984). Infants' apparently perceive the shape, size, 

and motion of an object, and its spatial relation to another object on the basis of the 

changing arrangement between object surfaces and surrounding surfaces. 

Disturbances in the optic array are information for perception of events. Mechanical 

events cause characteristically changes in the layout of surfaces. These changes may be 

specified by optical information. The event will be perceived if the parameter of optical 

disturbance is distinguished. 
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Studies on infant perception from an ecological approach have often included 

investigation of the perception of affordances, i.e. perception of relations between 

properties of an object and the infants' own body, and the perception of events that 

mostly involve only one object e.g. the perception of the direction of motion of an object 

(E. J. Gibson, Owsley, Johnston, 1978; Ruff, 1985) the perception of the shape of an 

object (Day & Mckenzie, 1973; E.J. Gibson, Owsley, Walker, & Megaw-Nyce, 1979; 

Keilman, 1984; Ruff, 1982). These studies are called affordance studies and event 

perception studies respectively. Infants' perception of interactions on the basis of 

relations between object properties has not been the focus of attention yet. The basic 

assumptions of the ecological approach allow us, however, to extend the theory from the 

perception of affordances and of events that involve one object, to the perception of 

relations between interacting objects that specify the outcome of an interaction. 

1.5. Perception of object interactions on the basis of dynamic relations 
between objects. 

Although Piaget and Spelke perceive cognition as developing from different founda

tions, these theories have at least one thing in common. They both conceive the separate 

object as the effective unit for perception of interactions. I will explore a different view 

of event perception, namely that dynamic relations between objects are the proper effec

tive unit for perception of interactions. This view accords with the basic assumption 

from the ecological approach that the proper effective unit for all perception is always re

lational. 

When objects interact, relations between the properties of these interacting objects 

emerge. These relations constrain the course and outcome of the mechanical interaction 

and determine the functions of the objects involved in the interaction. Which relations 

emerge depends upon the properties of the objects and the transformation imposed upon 

the objects. For example, when a ball descends towards a box with an opening on top, it 

depends upon the widths of the ball and the opening of the box and upon the direction of 

approach of the ball, whether the ball will pass through the opening of the box or become 

obstructed by the rims of the box. During interaction there emerges a dynamic width re

lation. This width relation is dynamic because it is influenced by the motion of the ball. 

If the motion of the ball should change other relations may become important for the out

come of the event. For example, if the ball would roll towards the side of the box, the 

absolute widths of the objects may no longer constrain the outcome of the interaction 
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and, therefore, no longer provide information about this outcome, now the relation 

between the rigidity of both objects may become important. 

Since relations between interacting objects constrain the course and outcome of inter

actions, perception of these relations before the outcome takes place, allows for anticipa

tion of this outcome. For example, if observers are able to perceive the dynamic width 

relation between a block and the opening of a box while the block is descending towards 

the opening, but before the block reaches the box, they will be able to anticipate whether 

passing through or collision will take place. 

I have called the relations that constrain the course and outcome of interactions dy

namic object relations because they emerge and annihilate in space and over time and 

provide information for the upcoming outcome of the interaction and the functions of the 

objects involved. I hypothesize that dynamic object relations are elementary units of 

interactions that can be perceived by infants and as such enable them to foresee the out

come of an interaction. I further claim that dynamic object relations arc directly per

ceivable without the perception of the separate components of which the relations are 

composed e.g., width, speed, direction. Direct perception may be possible because of 

information in the optic array. These hypotheses are investigated for mechanical interac

tions that are caused by rigid translation or rotation of rigid objects involved in the 

interaction. 

According to Gibsonian theory, relations between objects can be perceived directly to 

the extent that information that specifies these relations is available for the perceptual 

system. For the visual system, information is available in the optic array. Information is 

contained in the optic array in the form of invariants under transformation (J.J. Gibson, 

1979). We assume that invariants are induced by the properties of a single moving object 

and by the dynamic relations between the properties of interacting objects. A dynamic 

object relation implies a specific changing arrangement between the surfaces of the 

objects. This changing arrangement is specific to the interaction and, therefore, is 

information about this interaction. The changing arrangement will covary with a 

transformation in the structure of the optic array. The specificity to its source makes that 

such an optical Iransformation may function as information for dynamic object relations. 

Perception of this transformation makes it possible to recognize that the relation is an in

variant property of the interaction. Dynamic object relations constrain the outcome of an 

interaction. If the arrangement of surfaces that covaries with a certain dynamic relation 

precedes this outcome and is perceived, anticipation of the event outcome becomes pos

sible. 
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The following example may clarify how dynamic object relations may be perceived on 

the basis of information in the optic array. When a block descends towards the opening 

of a box, an occlusion pattern may specify whether the block is small enough to pass 

through the opening of the box, or whether the block is too wide and will become sup

ported by the rims of the box. A width relation that specifies passing through will struc

ture the optic array differently from a width relation that specifies support. If for a per-

ceiver looking from above, the outline of the descending block starts to occlude and 

gradually occludes more and more of the opening, inside structure and backrim of the 

box, but does never occlude the side and front rims of the box, it is specified that the 

width of the block is smaller than the width of the opening of the box and, therefore, that 

the block can pass through this opening. However, if the outline of the approaching 

block starts and remains to occlude the side rims of the box, it is specified that the block 

is wider than the opening of the box and will become obstructed by the rims of the box. 

Different dynamic object relations concern different changes in the spatial arrangement 

between the surfaces of the objects involved in an event These different changes covary 

with different disturbances in the structure of the optic array. If the invariant parameter 

of optical fluctuations is distinguished, the outcome of the interaction will be perceived 

irrespective of the objects involved in the interaction. Perceptual development may 

involve an improvement in the ability to detect these kinds of invariants and, therefore, an 

increasing ability to anticipate event outcomes. 

The finding that infants are indeed able to perceive dynamic relations between objects 

on the basis of detectable information, will have important consequences for several the

ories on infanis' perception and cognition. If it can be proven that infants are able to per

ceive dynamic relations between objects on the basis of optical information, than the as

sumption of nativistic cognitive skills, categorisation, mediation, or schematization 

would be adding an unparsimonuous theoretical superstructure (EJ. Gibson et al., 

1978). Furthermore, an explanation of perception of dynamic relations on the basis of 

optical patterns is not only simpler than one based upon cognition but it also provides us 

with an explanation about how visual information about events can be used for 

prospective control over current motor activities. Optical patterns provide actors with 

continuous control while participating in events because it provides them with continuous 

information. 
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1.6. The experiments 
In order to answer the core question of this dissertation, namely, whether dynamic 

relations between interacting objects can be the proper effective unit for the perception of 

mechanical interactions by infants, I asked myself the following questions: 

- Are infants indeed able to perceive object relations that emerge in space and over 

time and that determine the outcome of object interactions? 

- Do they perceive these relations on the basis of the optically specified arrangement 

between surfaces that specifies these relations as a unit? 

In a series of experiments I tried to answer these questions. For two reasons I chose 

for events that were non-contingent on the infants' own actions and could only be 

observed. First, I believe that infants first develop expectations about events in their 

environment over which they have often no control because these are the events they are 

confronted with most Second, the results obtained in studies that traditionally focussed 

on infants' manipulations of objects are open to other interpretations as was mentioned in 

the first part of this introduction. Limitations on action capacities may be an important 

source of task errors and, therefore, studies that use manipulation in order to investigate 

infants' knowledge of the world are apt to provide misleading assessment of this knowl

edge. Ideally, studies require an action pattern that does not change over the infancy pe

riod (Haith, Hazan, & Goodman, 1988). The oculo-motor system meets this require

ment. It is a voluntary motor system that is well practised and closely approximates the 

mature state in early infancy. Parmelee, Wenner, & Schultz (1964) have estimated that 

an infant has experienced 800 hours of alert wakefulness by 3.5 months of age and has 

made 3-6 million eye movements. The infants have perceived countless occasions of 

predictable object motions. It seems reasonable to believe that cognitive processes that 

comprise the visual system will be among the first to develop. 

I used a preferential looking method, based on the well-supported assumption that 

infants will look longer at events that they perceive to violate constraints on object behav

ior (e.g. Baillargeon, 1987a, 1991; Keil, 1979; Spelke, 1992a). In all our studies infants 

were presented with passing through and support events. We chose passing through and 

support for several reasons. Both outcomes occur frequently in the daily life of infants. 

Many object functions and event outcomes are rooted in passing through and support, 

i.e., using a box as a container, and using the container as a carrier, respectively. At 

about 9 months of age, infants begin to engage in the production of these kind of events 

themselves (Uzgiris, 1972), and by the end of the first year, infants explore the af-

fordances of concavities even more thoroughly (Piaget, 1954; Pieraut-Le Bonniec, 1985; 
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Stambak, Sinclair, Verba, Moreno, & Rayna, 1989). The design of our experiments can 

be made such that passing through and support can be complementary event outcomes. 

For example, when a block moves towards the middle of the opening of a box, it de

pends upon the width relation between the block and the opening of the box whether the 

block will pass through the opening or whether it becomes supported by the rims of the 

box. When the width relation surpasses a critical value, the outcome will be no longer 

passing through but support. Furthermore, since there is a substantial amount of re

search that also used infants' perception of these kind of events as the basis for insight in 

cognitive development (e.g. Baillargeon & Hanko-Summers, 1990; Carón, Caron, & 

Anteil, 1988; Keil, 1979; Spelke et al., 1992a) comparison between different studies be

comes possible. 

To answer the question whether infants are indeed able to perceive dynamic relations 

between objects, we investigated in 4 experiments infants' ability to perceive whether the 

width relation between a block and the opening of a box specifies passing through or 

support. A violation of expectancy paradigm was used. We hypothesized that if infants 

could perceive the outcome that is specified by a width relation longer looking times 

would be expected for an outcome that violates this specification. Based on the findings 

of previous studies (for an overview see Sitskoom & Smitsman, in press) we expect that 

between 4 and 9 months of age infants begin to perceive a dynamic width relation. In 

order to investigate our hypothesis that infants attend to dynamic object relations when 

they perceive interactions instead of just any relation between interacting objects, one ex

periment compared infants' perception of a dynamic object relation with a comparable re

lation between interacting objects that was irrelevant for the outcome of interaction 

(chapter 2). 

In two sequel experiments we investigated whether the optically specified arrangement 

of surfaces is the source of information for infants' perception of the width relation be

tween objects. We compared infants' perception of the dynamic width relation under 

conditions of visible and concealed occlusion. We expected that infants would only be 

able to perceive the dynamic width relation in the condition where the occlusion pattern 

that specified the width relation remained visible (chapter 3). 

Finally, the third study investigated infants' ability to perceive the consequences of a 

transformation upon the outcome of an interaction. In our first two studies the outcome 

of the interaction was always determined by the width relation between the objects. The 

motion of the block was kept constant. However, which dynamic relation emerges de

pends upon the motion of the objects involved in the interaction. Depending upon the 
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heading of an object for another object, the properties of the objects involved in the inter

action, e.g., width, may have different consequences for the event outcome, e.g., an ob

ject that is small enough to pass through an opening of another object will, depending 

upon its path of approach, indeed pass through this opening or collide with the rims of 

the other object If infants indeed perceive the consequences of heading upon the 

outcome of the interaction we may conclude that they perceive object relations intertwined 

with transformations, i.e. they perceive dynamic object relations. Furthermore, 

knowledge about infants' perception of heading does not only provide us with additional 

information about infants ability to perceive relations between interacting objects, but 

such knowledge provides us also with more detailed insight in the mechanisms that 

underlie the perception of relations between interacting objects, namely the significance 

of occlusion information. 
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Chapter 2 

Infants' perception of dynamic relations between objects: 
Passing through or support?1 

2.1. Introduction 
Events consisting of interacting objects are a daily part of infants' lives. Colliding, 

cutting, containing and supporting are examples of such interactions. When objects in

teract, relations between properties of objects constrain the course and the outcome of 

such interactions. These relations, which we called dynamic object relations, are invari

ant properties of the event That is, the course and outcome of an interaction covary with 

the dynamic relations between the objects involved. Perception of these relations allows 

for anticipation of the outcome of the event The present study investigated infants' abil

ity to perceive dynamic relations between objects. 

According to Gibsonian theory, relations between objects can be perceived to the ex

tent that information that specifies these relations is available for the perceptual system. 

For the visual system information is contained within invariants in the flow of stimulation 

in the optic array (cf. J.J. Gibson, 1979). For example, a series of projective trans

formations in the visual field produces invariants that specify an object's shape, while its 

shape would remain ambiguous from any single projection (Ruff, 1982). Research on 

infant perception has shown that infants are able to perceive invariants that specify 

properties of a single object. There is evidence that on the basis of invariants infants can 

perceive shape (Day & Mckenzie, 1973; E. J. Gibson, Owsley, Walker, & Megaw-

Nyce, 1979; Keilman, 1984; Ruff, 1982), size (Day & Mckenzie, 1981) and motion (E. 

J. Gibson, Owsley, & Johnston, 1978; Ruff, 1985). 

Invariants not only occur for the properties of a single moving object but also for the 

dynamic relations between the properties of interacting objects. A dynamic relation will 

cause a specific transformation in the structure of the optic array. Perception of this 

transformation makes it possible to recognize that the relation is an invariant property of 

the interaction, irrespective of the objects involved in that interaction. If perception of 

this invariant property precedes the outcome of the interaction it allows for anticipation of 

1 Manuscript in press. Reference: Sitskoorn, M.M. & Smitsman, A.W. (in press). 
Infants' perception of dynamic relations between objects: Passing through or support? 
Developmental Psychology. 
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this outcome. Perceptual development brings an improvement in the ability to detect 

these kinds of invariants and, therefore, an increasing ability to anticipate event 

outcomes. 

The present study used 4-, 6-, and 9-month-old infants in 4 experiments to investigate 

this developing ability. Specifically, we were interested in determining at what age 

infants become able to perceive whether the relation between the width of a block and the 

width of the opening of a box would allow the block to pass through the opening of the 

box or to become supported by its edges. 

We chose passing through and support for several reasons. Both outcomes occur fre

quently in the daily life of infants. Many object functions and event outcomes are rooted 

in passing through and support, i.e., using a box as a container, and using the container 

as a carrier. At about 9 months of age infants begin to engage in the production of these 

kind of events themselves (Uzgiris, 1972), and by the end of the first year, infants ex

plore the affordances of concavities even more thoroughly (Piaget, 1954; Pieraut-Le 

Bonniec, 1985; Stambak, Sinclair, Verba, Moreno, & Rayna, 1989). 

If the width of an object is less than the width of the opening of a box, the object can 

pass through the opening and become contained by the box. If the width of the object is 

larger than the width of the opening of the box, the object cannot pass through the open

ing of the box but can become supported by the rims of the box. Because both passing 

through and support are determined by width relation, we were able to (1) investigate in

fants' perception of width relation with respect to two different event outcomes, and (2) 

design our experiments in such a way that the outcomes of two different experiments 

were complementary to each other. 

Previous studies have already shown that infants' have some knowledge of passing 

through. Pieraut-Le Bonniec (1984, 1985) presented 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, and 11-month-old 

infants with tumblers that were open at the top, closed at the top by an opaque disc or 

closed at the top by a transparent plexiglass plate. Ten-month-old infants inserted their 

hand into the open tumbler, whereas younger infants just grasped the rims. Nine-month-

olds' exploration suggested that they were trying to understand the discrepancy between 

the visual and tactile properties of the tumblers. These dala suggest that from 9 months 

of age infants recognize that an opening allows passing through. Carón, Caron, and 

Anteil (1988) and Maclean and Schuier (1989) investigated a combination of passing 

through and support. Caron, Caron, and Anteil showed a group of 11-, 14-, 17-, and 

20-monlh-old infants alternating video episodes of a container, which contained (non

violation) or failed to contain (violation) sand that was poured into it. Another group of 
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infants saw alternations of a tube failing to contain (non-violation) or containing 

(violation) sand that was poured into it. Results suggested that before 17 months of age, 

infants perceive that openings in surfaces of objects allow insertion but it is not until 

after 17 months of age that infants realize that passage ways must have supporting 

bottoms in order to contain (see also Maclean & Schuier, 1989). 

Even though we used containers in our experiments, we did not investigate whether 

infants perceived the supportive function of the bottoms of the container but rather 

whether they perceived whether the rims of the box would provide support to an object. 

Some knowledge about infants' perception of these kind of support events can be gained 

from other studies on support. Keil (1979) found that 18- to 30-month-olds expected an 

object to fall only if it was completely unsupported. In this experiment one block was 

centred between and supported by two other blocks. When these two supporting blocks 

were both removed infants showed surprise when the top block remained in place. In a 

second experiment a fourth block was placed upright at the centre of the top block and 

only the right support block was removed. Infants showed no surprise when the two 

blocks, though inadequately supported, remained in place. 

The results of a study by Baillargeon and Hanko-Summers (1990) indicated that 7.5-

to 9.5-month-old infants were able to distinguish between adequate and inadequate sup

port. However, that ability was restricted to events which involved symmetrical objects. 

Infants did not perceive that an asymmetrical object will fall if its centre of mass is not 

supported. 

None of the studies described above provide evidence for infants' anticipation of 

passing through and support on the basis of perception of width relation. However, 

some evidence is provided by affordance studies. Von Hofsten and Rönnqvist (1988) 

presented 5-, 6-, 9-, and 13-month-old infants with three different sized, moving objects. 

When infants grasped these objects, the opening and closing of their hand was monitored 

by measuring the change in distance between thumb and index finger. Nine- and 13-

month-olds adjusted the opening of their hand to the target size, in contrast to 5- and 6-

month-olds. Clifton, Rochat, Litovsky, & Perris (1991) found similar results with 6.5-

month-old infants. They presented infants with two sound-making objects of different 

sizes, first in the light and then in the dark. Sound cued the objects' identity. In both the 

light and the dark, the infants adjusted their arm preparation according to the size of the 

objects. These two studies suggest that infants perceived the width relation between an 

object and their own system. This width relation specified grasping, which can be seen 

as a combination of passing through and support. However, the studies do not provide 
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information about infants' perception of width relations between objects that specify 

passing through an support. 

Evidence for infants perception of the width relation that specifies passing through 

was provided by a control experiment from a study on infants' sensitivity to solidity and 

continuity constraints (Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992a). Infants 

were showed a surface with a gap. This surface was located a few centimetres above the 

floor of the display. Infants were familiarized with a ball that fell behind a screen and 

reappeared on the floor of the display, as if it has passed through the gap. Infants were 

then tested with the same event using two balls of novel sizes: one was small enough to 

fit through the gap, the other was too large. A lawful test event involved the smaller ball 

that fell behind the screen and reappeared on the floor of the display. A violation test 

event involved the large ball that fell behind the screen and reappeared on the floor of the 

display, as if it had passed through the gap in a miraculous way. Infants from 3.5 

months of age looked significantly longer to the violation event than at the lawful event, 

suggesting that they perceived that the width relation between the ball and the gap did not 

allow for passing through. 

Based on the findings of the previously described studies, we expect that between 4 

and 9 months of age infants begin to perceive whether the width relation between a block 

and a box specifies passing through or support. 

The experiments were designed in the following way: Each trial started with a block 

approaching a box from above. In a passing through experiment, infants were familiar

ized to several instances of blocks that passed through the opening of boxes. In a sup

port experiment infants were familiarized to blocks that became supported by the rims of 

boxes. Block and box width were varied in both the passing through and support exper

iment to ensure that familiarization occurred to the invariant width relation that specified 

the event outcome, irrespective of the particular objects involved in the event. 

After familiarization, the objects were rearranged into two test pairs. One test pair had 

a width relation similar to the other had a width relation different from that seen in the 

familiarization trials. For the test pair with the similar width relation, the event outcome 

(1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization trials, and (2) conformed lawfully to the 

outcome specified by the width relation. For the test pair with the different width relation 

the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization trials, but (2) violated 

the outcome specified by the width relation. 

Each test pair was shown twice. The four test trials were presented on alternate trials 

counterbalanced across subjects. If infants are able to perceive which outcome is speci-
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fied by the width relation, a longer looking time would be predicted for an event outcome 

that violates this specification. 

2.2. Experiment 1 : Passing through 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 56 infants. Eighteen infants were 4 months old (mean age = 

4 months and 4 days), 19 infants were 6 months old (mean age= 6 months and 7 days) 

and 19 infants were 9 months old (mean age = 9 months and 3 days ). An additional 8 

infants were excluded from the experiment: 3 because of emotional distress, 2 because of 

equipment failure and 3 because their caretakers did not follow the instructions given by 

the experimenter. Names and addresses of the participants were obtained from the mu

nicipal government in Nijmegen and parents were compensated for participation. 

Apparatus. Events consisted of blocks lowering into the opening of boxes and lifted 

out of them again. These events were displayed behind a window (57 χ 40 cm) of a dis

play cabin. The window could be occluded by a black roller-blind that was operated by 

an experimenter with the aid of a cord. Changes of displays took place behind the oc

cluded roller-blind. The blocks were hung on nylon strings and their motions were con

trolled by the experimenter with the aid of a handlift. The nylon strings were guided by 

two steel guides which prevented the block from swaying back and forth. These guides 

were not visible for the infants. The blocks moved at a constant speed of 20 cm per 

second, controlled by a regulator. The timing of the lowering, raising, and holding of 

the blocks and the changing of the objects was indicated by a computer controlled 

monitor. 

Objects. Real objects were used allowing visual exploration of surfaces extending in 

depth. In this way, displayed events were more comparable to environmental events 

(Slater, Rose, & Morison, 1984). A large and a small concave object (boxes) and a large 

and a small solid object (blocks) were used. The blocks (16.5 χ 10 χ 8 cm and 6.5 χ 10 

χ 6.5 cm) were made of wood and painted red. The large box (31 χ 10 χ 20 cm) had an 

opening of 26 χ 15 cm, the small box (20 χ 10 χ 20 cm) had an opening of 15 χ 15 cm. 

Both boxes were made of semi-transparent plexiglass. They were dappled randomly 

with yellow spots to provide obvious texture and to emphasize their substantiality 

without losing their transparency. The inner back side of each box was covered with 

black cardboard to emphasize the width of its concavity. Each of the boxes had a rim of 

2.5 cm around the opening. The small block fitted into the opening of the small as well 

as into the opening of the large box. The large block apparently fitted only into the 
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opening of the large box. However, the rims on the sides of the small box were partly 

flexible, making possible the passing of the large block through the opening of the small 

box. Whenever in the test trials the large block moved downwards in the direction of the 

small box and contacted the surfaces of the flexible parts of the side rims, these parts 

were pushed downwards by the block and the block entered the opening of the box. 

The entering of the block gave the illusion that the block was penetrating the opening 

through the rim. When the block was raised again, springs underneath the flexible parts 

of the side rims pushed the parts into their original position. 

The dapples on the box concealed the joints of the flexible parts of the rims. The 

flexible parts of the side rims matched precisely the depth of the large block. Therefore, 

the outline of the down and upward moving block concealed the down- and upward mo

tion of these flexible parts. This ensured that the illusion was given that the block was 

penetrating the opening through the rim. Precise matching of the flexible parts of the rim 

with the depth of the block, ensured that the block entered the box in straight motion 

without jiggling. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to a downward motion of a block through the 

opening of a box and a subsequent upward motion of the block to its original position. 

This event was considered one cycle; one or more complete cycles occurred in a trial. 

The number of cycles shown depended on the infants' looking time. Passing through 

was shown, for a downward motion of the small block into and out of the opening of the 

small box and for a downward motion of the large block into and out of the large box 

(see left panel of Figure 1). Variations in block-box combinations on alternate trials al

lowed the extraction of the invariant width relation that specifies passing through, irre

spective of the particular objects in a trial. After familiarization, the objects were re-ar

ranged into two test pairs. One test pair consisted of the small block and the large box. 

In this test pair again the width relation specified passing through, similar to the width 

relation in the familiarization trials. The other test pair consisted of the large block and 

the small box. In this test pair the width of the large block apparently did not fit into the 

opening of the small box. Therefore support was implied. The relation between the 

block and the opening of the box was different from the relation shown in the familiariza

tion trials. However, as a result of the flexible parts of the side rims of the box, the mo

tion of the block resulted in passing through. 

For the test pair with the similar width relation the event outcome (1) was similar to 

that seen in the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the outcome speci

fied by the width relation between the block and the opening. For the test pair with the 
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different relation, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization 

phase, but (2) violated the outcome specified by the width relation between block and 

opening. Each test pair was shown twice. The four test trials were presented on 

alternate trials, counterbalanced across subjects. 

Procedure. The procedure was the same for all ages. Infants were tested while sitting 

on their caretaker's lap in front of the window of the display cabin. The eye level of the 

infant was adjusted by the height of the caretaker's seat The infants were seated approx

imately 70 cm from the window and looked at an angle of 40 degrees into the opening of 

the box. Caretakers were informed about the procedure and instructed not to look at the 

displays. If they nonetheless looked at the displays their infants were excluded from the 

experiment 

The duration of the looks of the infants, as indicated by corneal reflection, were 

scored in tenths of seconds by an observer who observed the infant through a peephole 

of the display cabin. The observer was not visible to the infants. The durations were 

recorded with the aid of a button box connected to an Apple II plus computer. The 

observer was carefully trained and blind to the specific object combinations shown on a 

trial. Twenty infants were viewed by two observers to determine inter-observer-

reliability. Inter-observer-reliability, on 0.5 second intervals of total looking time over 

trials, averaged 96%. 

A variant of an infant-controlled familiarization of the visual looking time task was 

used (Horowitz, Paden, Bhana, & Self, 1972). The beginning of each trial was 

signalled by a tone which was also the sign for the experimenter to lift the black roller-

blind. On each trial the passing through event involving one of the two block-box 

combinations was shown for one or more cycles. At the start of each cycle, the distance 

between the bottom of the block and the edge of the opening of the box was 36 cm. The 

block reached the bottom of the box in approximately 1.9 s. After 2 s, the block was 

raised in 1.8 s to its original position where it hung for 1.5 s. Thereafter, the same 7.2 s 

cycle was repeated. A trial was ended at the end of the cycle in which the infant looked at 

the event for at least 2 s. and had then continuously looked away for 2 s. The end of the 

trial was signalled by a tone which was the signal for the experimenter to slide the roller-

blind across the window. The roller-blind occluded the display for 4 s. The next trial 

started with the other combination of objects. Familiarization trials continued until the in

fant met the criterion of a 50% or greater decrease in looking time on two consecutive tri

als relative to the looking time on the first two trials or after a maximum of 13 familiariza

tion trials. The computer calculated when the infant met the criterion. After familiariza-
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tion, the test trials were shown using the identical procedure from the familiarization trials 

with the exception that the block-box combinations were changed (see Figure 1) 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 
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FAMILIARIZAI ION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the passing 

through experiment. 

Results and Discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

the 9- and 4-month-olds and 6 for the 6-month-olds. Only two infants, both 4 months 

old, reached the maximum of 13 familiarization trials. 
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Looking times. The infants' looking times during these trials were compared by 

means of a 3 χ 2 χ 2 mixed model analysis of variance with Age (4,6, and 9 months old) 

and Order (violation or lawful test trial first) as the between-subject factors and Test pair 

(violation or lawful) as the within subject factor. The analysis revealed significant main 

effects of Age F (2,50) = 3.98, ц < .05, and of Test pair F (1, 50) = 30.34, β < .001. 

These main effects were qualified by a significant Age χ Test pair interaction F (2,50) = 

3.67 д <. 05. There were no Order effects. Further analysis with Tukcy's multiple 

range test revealed the following effects: The 4-month-old infants did not show signifi

cantly longer looking times in the violation test trials than in the lawful test trials, whereas 

the 6- and 9-month-olds did show significantly longer looking times in the violation test 

trials than in the lawful trials (see Figure 2 ). 

These results indicate that in contrast to the 4-month-old infants, the 6- and 9-month-

old infants found the passing through outcome in the violation trials much more interest

ing than the outcome in the non-violation trials. Since the objects shown in the violation 

trials were already seen in the familiarization trials longer looking times could not be 

ascribed to change in objects. Secondly, the change of the rim in the violation trials was 

not visible and thus could not be the reason for longer looking times. Only the width re

lation between the block and the opening of the box was changed. Therefore, the data 

suggest that the infants perceived that this width relation did not specify passing through 

and looked longer when this outcome resulted. The negative findings of the 4-monlh-

olds are in contrast with the results obtained by Spelke and her colleagues (Spelke, el al. 

, 1992a). In that study, 3.5 months old infants perceived that ball with a width larger 

than a gap in a surface, could not pass through that gap. A possible explanation for this 

contrasting finding is that the 4-month-olds in Spelke's experiment perceived the 

violation of width relation because it was more obvious than the violation in our 

experiments. In our experiment the difference between the width of the block and the 

width of the opening was only 1.5 cm, whereas in Spelke's experiment the difference 

between the width of the ball and the width of the gap was 6 cm. Combination of 

Spelke's results with ours suggests that infants younger than 4 months of age are able to 

perceive obvious violations of width relation. Older infants are able to perceive more 

subtle violations. 

The 6- and 9-month-old infants looked significantly longer whenever a block wider 

than the width of the opening of the box moved into the opening. However, it is not 

clear whether or not the infants anticipated that this width relation specified support. 

Maybe they had no other expectation about the event outcome than that the block would 
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Figure 2. Test pair scores for the three age groups in the passing through experiment. 

not pass through the opening of the box. In order to determine whether infants are able 

to perceive the width relation that specifies support, a second experiment was performed. 

This experiment investigated infants' ability to perceive the width relation that specifies 

support. Because of the design of our experiments, passing through and support are 

complementary event outcomes. The underlying relation is a width relation. When the 

relation surpasses a critical value, the outcome will be no longer passing through but 

support. Do infants perceive when the width relation specifies support? 

2.3. Experiment 2 : Support 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 58 infants, similarly recruited as in Experiment 1. Twenty-

one infants were 4 months old (mean age = 4 months and 10 days), 18 infants were 6 

months old (mean age = 6 months and 7 days) and 19 infants were 9 months old (mean 

age = 9 months and 3 days). An additional 7 infants were excluded from the experiment, 

1 because of his extremely outlying looking scores which caused the distribution of the 

looking time scores to deviate from normality, 2 because of emotional distress, 2 because 

of equipment failure and 2 because their caretakers did not follow the instructions given 

by the experimenter. 

Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that of experiment 1 with one exception. 

After 36 cm, the motion of the block was stopped by a piece of wood, 10 cm in height, 

placed under the handlift. 
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Objects. Another large and small box and the same blocks of Experiment 1 were used 

(Figure 3). The rims of the boxes were 1 cm in width. The large box (15 χ 10 χ 15 cm) 

had an opening of 14 χ 14 cm. The small box (8 χ 10 χ 15 cm) had an opening of 7 χ 14 

cm. Both boxes were made of the same material as the boxes of experiment 1. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to events which consisted of a block that was low

ered and supported by the rims of a box and then raised to its original position. This 

event was shown for one or more cycles in a trial, depending on the infants' looking 

times. Support was shown for the small block upon the small box and for the large 

block upon the large box. Variations in block-box combinations on alternate trials 

allowed perception of the invariant width relation that specified support irrespective of the 

particular objects shown in a trial (see left panel of Figure 3). 

After familiarization, the objects were re-arranged into two test pairs. One test pair 

consisted of the large block and the small box. In this test pair the width relation speci

fied support similar to the width relation in the familiarization trials. The other test pair 

consisted of the small block and the large box. In this test pair, the outline of the small 

block did fit into the opening of the large box specifying passing through. The width re

lation was different from the width relation shown in the familiarization trials. 

However, because of the piece of wood underneath the handlift, the outcome depicted 

was support. For the test pair with the similar width relation, the event outcome (1) was 

similar to that seen in the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the 

outcome specified by the width relation between the block and the opening of the box. 

For the test pair with the different relation, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen 

in the familiarization phase, but (2) violated the outcome specified by the width relation 

between the block and the opening of the box. Each test pair was shown twice with the 

four test trials presented on alternate trials, counterbalanced across subjects. 

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1, but this time 

support was shown. At the beginning of each cycle, the distance between the bottom of 

the block and the opening of the box was 36 cm. The block reached the top level of the 

box in approximately 1.5 s. After 2 s the block was lifted in 1.8 s to its original position, 

where it hung for 1.5 s. Thereafter, the 6.8 s cycle was repeated. As described above, 

the violation trials consisted of the small block becoming 'miraculously' supported by the 

opening on top of the large box. Placing the piece of wood beneath the handlift made the 

block suddenly stop in mid-air above the opening on top of the box. The piece of wood 

was placed beneath the handlift throughout the whole experiment to ensure that there was 

a contact sound when the small block stopped above the opening of the large box in the 
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violation trials. This sound was the same as the sound heard when the block collided on 

the edge of the box during the lawful test trials and familiarization trials. Therefore, 

longer looking times could not be ascribed to absence of contact sound in the violation 

trials or difference in sound among trials. Note that because the sound created the illu

sion that the block hit a surface, there was contrasting visual and auditory information in 

the violation trials. 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the support 

experiment. 
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Results and Discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

all age groups. 

Looking times. The infants' looking times during these trials were compared by 

means of a 3 χ 2 χ 2 mixed-model analysis of variance with Age (4, 6, and 9 months) 

and Order (violation or lawful trial first) as the between subject factors and with Test pair 

(violation or lawful) as the within subject factor. The analysis revealed a significant 

main effect of Age F (2,52) = 3.17, p. < .05 and Test pair F (1, 52) = 27.18 p. < .001. 

There was no effect for Order. The main effects were qualified by a significant two-way 

interaction of Age by Test pair, F (2,55) = 8.73 β < .001. Further analysis with Tukey's 

multiple range test revealed the following effects: 4-month-old infants did not have 

significantly longer looking times in the violation test trials than in the lawful test trials. 

Even though 6-month-olds looked longer at the violation trials than at the lawful test trials 

(see Figure 4), this difference was not significant. Nine-month-old infants did show 

such a significant difference. 
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Figure 4. Test pair scores for the three age groups in the support experiment with the 

contact sound. 

In the same line of reasoning as in Experiment 1, the results suggest that the 9-month-

olds perceived that the width relation did not allow for support and therefore looked 

longer when support nevertheless occurred. We may conclude that 9 month olds are able 

to perceive the invariant width relation between a block and box that specifies support. 
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Evidence for this ability in 4- and 6- month-old infants was not found, although the re

sults of the 6-month-olds showed a trend in this direction. 

The results of the support experiment for the 6-month-olds contrasted with those for 

the passing through experiment at this age. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. 

One explanation may be sought in the specific ways the different events were displayed. 

Passing through involved a continuation of motion; support involved an abruptly halted 

motion of the block that was accompanied by a contact sound. Although, a contact 

sound implies impact on a surface, Spelke's (Spelke, Smith-born, & Chu, 1983) 

research on 4-month-olds infants' perception of moving and sounding objects indicates 

that such an implication does not have to exist for infants. Spelke presented infants with 

two moving objects, side by side, accompanied by a single percussive sound played 

from a central location. To determine what slates or transformations of an object were 

perceived to be related to sound, infants were shown events where the sound occurred 

when one object moved through a particular spatial position, when it abruptly changed its 

direction, or when it made contact with a rigid surface. Infants perceived the sound and 

object to be related whenever the sound occurred as the object changed direction, 

irrespective of its impact with a surface. For 4-month-old infants contact sound did not 

necessarily imply support. 

Spelke's results suggested that in infancy, perception of auditory-visual relations, de

pends in part on detection of discontinuity in the motion of a visible object This finding 

raises the possibility that infants might have paid attention to the relation between sound 

and the halted motion of the block instead of the width relation. Furthermore, Bushnell 

and Boudrea (1991) and Bower (1989) suggest that properties that are multimodally 

specified gain attentional advantage over properties that are specified for only one modal

ity. In the support experiment the abrupt change in motion was visually and auditorily 

specified, whereas the width relation was only visually specified. This explanation is 

strengthened by the findings that infants seem to coordinate an auditory event with a vi

sual event that is appropriate with it and ignore an inappropriate visual event (Spelke, 

1976). In experiment 2, the auditory event was the contact sound and the visible event 

that was in accordance with this event was the stopping of the motion of the block. The 

inappropriate visual event shown was the violation of the width relation. Six-month-old 

infants may have ignored the violation of width relation and instead may have paid atten

tion to the stopping of the block. Since all the test trials in the support experiment con

sisted of a moving block that stopped when a sound was heard, there may have been no 

difference between the test trials from the younger infants' point of view. 
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A second possible explanation for the discrepant results of the 6-month-old infants 

may be that to 6-month-old infants it might seem that the floating block in the violation 

trials of the support experiment is resting on the backrim of the box (see Figure 3). 

Although visual depth cues specify that the block is in front and not on top of the rim, the 

image that the block is resting on the back rim of the box may be strengthened by the 

contact sound that is heard when the motion of the block stops. Even though the backrim 

could not provide adequate support for the block, infants 6 months of age may not yet be 

able to perceive this and, therefore, may not have been surprised when the block stopped 

at the level of the opening in the violation trials. 

In addition to the explanation of perception of width relation, there may be another 

explanation for the longer looking times of the 9-month-olds in the violating support 

event. Nine-month-olds may have looked longer at the violation support trials because 

they perceived auditory information for contact with a surface but did not see such a sur

face. If this is true, the infants may not have paid attention to the width relation, and the 

explanation that longer looking times are due to perception of violated constraints set by 

the width relation, would no longer be valid. 

To test whether auditory information drew the attention of 6-month-old infants away 

from support towards discontinuity in motion, or strengthened the image of support by 

the back rim of the box, a control experiment was run. This experiment also investigated 

whether or not 9-month-olds looked longer at the support trials because of the contradic

tory visual and auditory information. The control experiment was exactly the same as the 

support experiment with the exception that contact sound was absent during all trials. 

We also included 4-month-old infants in this experiment. Even though the first and the 

second experiment showed no evidence for the perception of width relation by the 4-

month-olds, we might not have elicited the infants' best performance. It might be that 

these infants did not perceive the violation in the support trials for the same reasons as we 

gave for the absence of this perception in the 6-month-olds. On the basis of the data of 

the 6- and 9-month-olds in experiments 1 and 2, we expect that in the present experiment 

6- and 9-month-old infants will look significantly longer to the violation than to the 

lawful test trials. We do not expect a significant difference for the 4-month-olds. 
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2.4. Experiment 3 : Support without contact sound 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were ten 4-month-old infants, (mean age = 4 months and 5 days ), 

ten 6-month-old infants, (mean age = 6 months and 2 days) and ten 9-month-old infants, 

(mean age = 9 months and 4 days). Subjects were similarly recruited as in Experiment 1. 

Apparatus and objects. The apparatus was similar to the one used in the support ex

periment with one exception. In order to delete the sound that originated whenever the 

handlift collided on the piece of wood placed beneath it, a piece of foam was placed on 

top of a the piece of wood 9.5 cm in height. The objects used in this control experiment 

were identical to the ones used in the support experiment with one exception. To 

eliminate the sound that originated whenever the blocks collided with the boxes, the 

lower part of the blocks was made of foam. The blocks were wrapped up in tape and 

painted red. This made the foam no longer visible and the blocks looked like solid units. 

Design and Procedure. The design and procedure were similar to the ones of 

Experiment 2 (see Figure 3). 

Results and discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

all age groups. 

Looking times. The infants' looking times during these trials were compared by 

means of a 3 χ 2 χ 2 mixed model analysis of variance with Age (4, 6, and 9 months) 

and Order (lawful or violation trial first) as the between subject factors and Test pair 

(violation and lawful) as the within subject factor. The analysis of the data revealed a 

significant effect of Age F (2, 23) = 6.63 ρ < .005, and Test pair F (1, 23) = 20.11 ρ < 

.001. Further analysis with Tukey's multiple range test revealed the following: 6- and 9-

month-old infants showed significant longer looking limes in the violation test trials than 

in the lawful test trials, whereas, four-month-olds did not show a significant difference in 

looking times (Figure 5). 

The experiment did show that when contact sound was deleted, infants from 6 months 

of age were able to anticipate support. On the basis of the data from this experiment, we 

may also conclude that 9-month-olds did not look longer at the violation test trials be

cause of the contradictory information in these trials but because they perceived the viola

tion of the constraints set by the width relation between the objects. The data did not 

demonstrate whether sound drew the 6-month-olds' attention away from support towards 

discontinuity in motion or whether sound strengthened the image of support provided by 

the backrim of the box. Even though, sound was deleted, 4- month-olds still did not 
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look longer at the violation trials. The data suggest that 4-month-old infants did not per

ceive the width relation between the block and the box. However, another interpretation 

is possible. In order to perceive the violation in the support experiment, infants have to 

(a) perceive that the width relation in the violation trials does not specify support, and (b) 

expect a downward moving object to continue its motion until it contacts another surface. 

Spelke (Spelke et al., 1992a) concluded that it is between 4 and 6 months of age that in

fants start to expect that objects continue to move downwards until they reach another 

surface. Given that 4 months olds may not understand this principle, absence of this in

sight, rather than the inability to perceive width relation may have underlay the negative 

results of the 4-month-olds in the support experiments. 

It is difficult to answer whether the older infants anticipated support on the basis of 

perception of width relation or on the basis of the availability of any supporting surface. 

However, these two possibilities are intertwined in our experiments, because a width 

relation that underlies support always provides a supporting surface. Therefore, we 

cannot answer this question on the basis of our results. It may be that according to 6-

and 9-month-old infants any amount of support by the rims of the box, e.g. by only part 

of one side rim, is sufficient for support. Further research is needed in order to answer 

this question. 
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Figure 5. Test pair scores for the three age groups in the support experiment without 

contact sound 
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In sum, 9-month-old infants looked significantly longer at the violation test trials than 

at the lawful test trials in the passing through experiment and in the support experiment. 

Six-month-olds looked significantly longer at the violation trials in the passing through 

experiment and in the support experiment where the contact sound was deleted. These 

results suggest that between 4 and 6 months of age infants become able to anticipate 

event outcomes on the basis of perception of width relation. There is, however, another 

possible interpretation for the infants' looking preference for the violation test trials. 

Infants may have looked longer at these trials because the change in width relation due to 

the re-arrangement of objects provided a relatively larger change in visual layout for the 

violation test pair than the change in the case of the lawful test pair (see Figure 1 and 3). 

It may be that solely the larger change in layout attracted the infants' attention, and that 

they did not perceive that this change specified another event outcome. If this is the case, 

we may not speak of perception of information provided by object relations. 

Another question that arises with respect to perception of the visual layout is whether 

infants perceived the change in the rims of the box in the violation trials of the passing 

through experiment. In these trials it seemed that the block was penetrating the opening 

of the box through the rims. As a result, space that was first occupied by the rims be

came subsequently occupied by the block. This change in space occupation causes a 

change in layout. This change in layout covaries with the violation of width relation and 

even has to be perceived in order to perceive this violation. However, an important 

question to answer is whether infants looked longer in the violation trials because (a) they 

perceived that the block occupied space first occupied by the rims and that this violated 

the width relation, or (b) because they just perceived the changing layout without perceiv

ing that this change specified the violation of the width relation. This last alternative 

would imply that the change in layout was noticed but that the information about the in

teraction that was provided by this change was not. 

To test for these alternative interpretations of the results we ran another control exper

iment. In this experiment, there was a comparable change in width relation as in the pre

vious experiments but this change was irrelevant for the event outcome. In other words 

it did not provide any information about the course and outcome of the interaction. The 

same configurations as in the support experiment were shown (Figure 3) but this time the 

boxes were closed. The lid on the box provided a solid surface for support irrespective 

of the width relation between the block and the box. Therefore, the outcome always re

sulted in support. In the familiarization trials and in one of the test trials a block became 

supported by a closed box with a width larger than the block. In the other test trial a 
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block became supported by a closed box with a width smaller than the width of the 

block. We expect no difference in looking times between the test trials. However, no 

conclusion can be drawn from an absence in response. Therefore, we compare the 

looking times at the test trials in the present experiment with the looking times at the test 

trials in experiment 3. 

If we find an Experiment (Experiment 3,4) χ Test pair (trials with a large change in 

layout, trials with a small change in layout) interaction, in which the infants in 

Experiment 3 (large change in layout specified other event outcome) but not in 

Experiment 4 (small change in layout specified the same event outcome) differentiate 

between the two test pairs, we may conclude that infants picked up the information spec

ified by the width relation. If so, we can reject the hypothesis that longer looking times 

are related to perceiving a change in layout without perceiving the information that this 

change specifies. 

2.5. Experiment 4 : Irrelevant change in width relation 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 19 similarly recruited infants as in Experiment 1. Nine in

fants were 6-month-old, and ten infants were 9-month-old (mean age = 6 months and 2 

days and 9 months and 4 days, respectively). One additional infant was excluded from 

the experiment because his caretaker did not follow the instructions given by the experi

menter. 

Apparatus. Objects, and Procedure. These were identical to those in the support ex

periment with the exception that lids were placed on the boxes and that the blocks became 

supported by these lids. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to events which consisted of a block that was low

ered, supported by a box, and then raised up to its original position. This event was 

shown for one or more cycles in a trial. Support events consisted of a downward motion 

of the small block upon the small closed box and of a downward motion of the large 

block upon the large closed box. 

After familiarization the objects were re-arranged into two test pairs. One test pair 

consisted of the large block and the small box. In this test pair the layout was similar to 

that shown in the familiarization trials. A block with a width larger than the box, became 

supported. The other test pair consisted of the small block and the large box. In this test 

pair the layout was different from that in the familiarization trials. A block with a width 

smaller than the width of the box, became supported. There was a support relation spec-
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ified in both test pairs because in all trials there was a supporting surface. For both test 

pairs the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization phase, and (2) 

conformed lawfully to the outcome specified by the relation between the surfaces of the 

objects. Each test pair was shown twice. The four test trials were presented on alternate 

trials, counterbalanced across subjects. 

Results and Discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

both age groups. 

Looking times. The infants looking times during these trials were compared by means 

of a 2 χ 2 mixed-model analysis of variance with Experiment (Experiment 3 and 4) as the 

between subject factor and with Test pair (large change in layout, with or without change 

in information for the event outcome versus small change in layout without change in in

formation for the event outcome) as the within subject factor. The analysis of the data re

vealed a significant main effect of Experiment F (1, 34) = 29.04 ρ, < .0001 and of Test 

pair F (1, 34) = 18.56 p. < .0001. These main effects were qualified by a significant 

Experiment by Test pair interaction F (1, 34) = 19.34 p. < .0001. Further analysis re

vealed that the 6- and 9-month-old infants in Experiment 3 showed significant longer 

looking limes in the violation test trials than in the lawful test trials, whereas 6- and 9-

month-old infants in Experiment 4 did not differentiate between the test trials (see Figure 

6). Furthermore, this analysis showed that there was no significant difference in looking 

times between the two test trials of experiment 4 and the looking times of the lawful test 

trials of experiment 3, suggesting that the events shown in these test trials were of equal 

difficulty and interest to the infants. 

The hypothesis of significant longer looking times in the violation test trials solely due 

to the perception of a large change in layout without perceiving the information for 

differences in support specified by this change can be rejected. We may conclude that in 

Experiments 1, 2, and 3, infants showed significant longer looking times to changes in 

layout because they perceived the information specified by these changes. 
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Figure 6. Test pair scores for two age groups in the support experiment without contact 

sound and the experiment with irrelevant change in width relation. 

2.6. General discussion 
Our experiments showed that 6- and 9-month-old infants perceived whether the width 

relation between a block and the opening of a box specified passing through or support. 

Four-month-olds neither seemed to perceive when the width relation specified passing 

through nor when it specified support. However, previous research (Spelke, et al., 

1992a) suggests that we did not obtain the infants' best performance. It seems that in

fants this age are able to detect a violation of a passing through width relation if this vio

lation is more obvious. 

An alternative explanation for the negative findings of the 4-month-olds in the support 

experiment may be that these findings are due to a lack of understanding of the gravity 

principle that objects continue to move downwards until they reach another surface, 

rather than to a lack of perception of width relation. If infants do understand the gravity 

principle it is possible that they perceived the block in the violation trials as resting on the 

back wall of the box, even after the contact sound was deleted. Although the back wall 

did not provide the block with sufficient support, the 4-month-old infants may not yet be 

able to discriminate between sufficient and insufficient support. 

In addition to the findings of Carón, Caron, and Anteil (1988), we found that from 6 

months of age infants not only perceive that an opening allows passing through for an 

object but that they also take into account the width relation between the object and this 

opening. However, this ability depended upon how the information was provided. The 
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6-month-olds perceived that an object wider than the opening of the box cannot pass 

through this opening. However, they only perceived that a block with a width smaller 

than the opening should pass through this opening when contact sound was deleted. The 

explanations for this finding might be partly the same as the explanations for the negative 

findings in the support experiments for the 4-month-olds. Maybe the 6-month-olds were 

a little more sophisticated than the 4-month-olds. At first, the sound may have strength

ened the impression that the block was supported by the backrim of the box in the viola

tion trials. In contrast to the 4-month-olds, this impression might have faded away when 

we deleted the contact sound. The other possibility we suggested was that because of 

multimodal specification, infants coordinated the contact sound with the appropriate visi

ble event, the halted motion, and ignored the inappropriate visual event, the violation of 

width relation. When we deleted the contact sound both the width relation and the con

trasting stopping of the motion were only visually specified. Therefore, 6-month-old in

fants' attention might have been directed towards this contrast and this may have enabled 

them to perceive that the width relation did not specify support. The degree to which the 

first or second explanation accounts for the failure to demonstrate perception of width re

lation in Experiment 2 could not be abstracted from the results from Experiment 3 and is 

a matter of further experimentation. 

Our data show that between 4 and 6 months of age infants become able to perceive 

that a falling object will continue to fall until it contacts a supporting surface. This is 

consistent with studies on infants' developing knowledge of gravity. Spelke (Spelke et 

al., 1992a) familiarized infants to an event in which a hand-held ball was released, falling 

freely behind a screen, and re-appearing at rest on the first of two surfaces on its path. In 

the test trials that upper surface was removed. The ball fell behind the screen as before, 

and the screen was raised to reveal the ball at rest either on the lower surface (lawful) or 

in mid-air in its familiar position but this time without any support (violation). In 

contrast to 4-month-old infants, 6-month-old infants looked longer at the violation event 

than at the lawful event. 

In addition to Keil's (1979) findings on infants' perception of support, our support 

experiments showed that already around 6 months of age infants perceive that an object 

cannot stay in mid-air without support. Whether infants around this age can distinguish 

between adequate and inadequate support as Baillargeon and Hanko-Summers (1990) 

suggested, will be investigated in a follow-up study. 

On the basis of our results we cannot say whether infants' ability to perceive width 

relations must be interpreted in terms of short term learning or in terms of generalized 
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knowledge about physical relations. An explanation in terms of generalized knowledge 

seems more plausible. Infants 6 months of age are already confronted with countless ex

periences of lawful passing through and support events in their daily life. If they are able 

to learn the relations that underlay our lawful events during familiarization and generalize 

them to new object combinations, it seems logical that they were also able to learn these 

relations from their daily experiences and generalize them to new object combinations. 

The results show that between 4 and 6 months of age, infants begin to perceive dy

namic relations between objects and, therefore, become able to anticipate outcomes of 

events. This is approximately 6 months earlier than might be expected on the basis of 

Piagetian theory. According to Piaget's view (Piaget, 1954), it is not until 12 months of 

age that infants begin to detect causal relations between objects and not until 18 months 

of age that they become able to use such relations in mean-end tasks (see e.g. Willats, 

1989). 

Our findings can be interpreted from the Gibsonian perspective which posits that ob

ject properties and dynamic relations between them are specified by information that ex

ists as invariants of transformations in the optic array. A width relation that specifies 

passing through will structure this optic array differently from a width relation that speci

fies support. For example, when a block wider than the opening of a box approaches 

this opening from above, at some point in time it will start and continue to occlude the 

opening, inside structure and side rims of the box, whereas a block with a width smaller 

than this opening will not occlude the side rims (Figure 1 and 3). A follow-up study 

will investigate whether occlusion patterns provide infants with the information to 

perceive dynamic width relations between objects. 

Although this study was not designed to investigate the information source that en

abled infants to perceive width relation, the effect of sound on 6-month-old-infants' abil

ity to perceive support highlights the significance of perceivable information for explain

ing our results. In addition, this significance is also underscored by the combination of 

the results of Experiments 3 and 4; infants did not just perceive a change in spatial layout, 

but perceived information for the event outcome specified by this change. In other 

words, infants' looking times are controlled by information about the distal spatial layout 

specified by cues in the proximal stimulus, and not by the proximal cues themselves. 

Perception of dynamic relations is not only important for anticipation, but it also al

lows for participation in events. Whenever the infant is able to coordinate the perception 

of relations between object properties to his/her manipulatory activities, tool use becomes 

possible. For example, when an infant perceives the relation between the width of an 
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object grasped by hand and the concavity of another object and is able to put the grasped 

object through space into the concave object, it can use the concave object as a container. 

The fact that infants are able to use spatial perception for the anticipation of event out

comes does not imply that this spatial knowledge is equally accessible to the motor sys

tem of the infants (von Hofsten, 1986). Interestingly, the present research indicates that 

relations between objects are detected by infants at least as early as a comparable relation 

of an object and his/her grasping system (Clifton et al., 1991: Hofsten von & Rönnqvist 

1988). 

The finding that the object relations are perceived by infants as early as affordances, to 

which they are comparable, is of significance to our understanding of infants' perceptual 

differentiation of events. Perception of affordances of objects and perception of object 

relations are presumably co-developing skills that signify infants' growing ability to dif

ferentiate events, the objects they involve, their course and outcome, and the possibilities 

for action. 
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Chapter 3 

Infants' attentìveness to arrangement of surfaces specifying interactions 

between objects: Perception of width relation.2 

3.1. Introduction 
Recent infant research has provided us with an overwhelming amount of data about 

infants' perceptual and cognitive abilities. Most of this research investigated whether in

fants of a certain age are able to perform a certain task (cf. Siegler, 1993). Considerably 

less work has been devoted to the question what enables infants to perform these tasks. 

Several studies have shown for example, that infants are able to anticipate the out

comes of interactions between physical objects, such as passing through, containment, 

support, and obstruction of an object's motion by other objects on its path (Baillargeon, 

1987a, 1987b; Baillargeon & Hanko-Summers, 1990; Baillargeon, 1991; Carón, Caron, 

Anteil, 1988; Keil, 1979; Sitskoorn & Smitsman, in press; Spelke, Breinlinger, 

Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992a). In order to understand what infants enables to antici

pate these outcomes it is necessary to investigate to what infants attend to when they per

ceive interacting objects. We assume that they attend to the visible arrangement between 

the surfaces of the objects involved in the interaction. 

Objects consist of surfaces. These surfaces extend in space and are bounded in a 

particular way. They also form arrangements with surrounding surfaces of other objects 

and the ground (see e.g. J.J. Gibson, 1979). The bounded arrangement that belongs to 

the object specifies the properties of the object such as its shape and size. The arrange

ment that the object forms with surrounding surfaces specifies the object itself as well as 

its relation with its surrounds. This arrangement between surfaces may be optically 

specified by occlusion patterns (J.J. Gibson, 1979; Kaplan, 1969). For example, when 

an object displaces laterally with regard to a background surface, its leading edge 

occludes the texture of this background surface, while its trailing edge disoccludes 

texture of this surface. This changing relation of the object to its background provides 

2 Manuscript submitted for publication. Reference: Sitskoorn, M.M. & Smitsman, A.W. 

Infants' attentìveness to visible arrangements of surfaces specifying interactions between 

objects: Perception of width relation. 
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information that is used by infants to perceive the shape of the moving object (Keilman, 

1984; Ruff, 1982). It also provides information to perceive that the object is in front of 

another surface (Granrud, Yonas, Smith, Arterberry, Glicksman, & Sorknes, 1984c). 

Infants apparently perceive the shape of the object and its relation to another object on the 

basis of the changing arrangement between object surfaces and surrounding surfaces. 

Interactions between objects imply changing arrangements between the surfaces of the 

objects involved in the interaction. These changes are specific to the interactions and may 

provide information about the interaction. For example, when an object moves down

ward towards the middle of a box with an opening on top, the interspace between the 

surfaces of the block and the box will be reduced. This specifics that the block is moving 

towards the box. If the block is much wider than the opening of the box, its outline will 

at some point along the trajectory overlap the surfaces at the top of the box. This 

arrangement of surfaces may specify support. If the block is smaller than the opening of 

the box, the outline of the block will not overlap the top surface of the box when the 

block reaches the level of the opening. It will only overlap the inside surfaces of the box. 

This arrangement of surfaces may specify passing through. If infants are able to 

perceive these optically specified arcangemenis of surfaces before the outcome of the 

interaction, they will become able to anticipate this outcome. 

Perception of the visible arrangement of surfaces of interacting objects is not only im

portant for the anticipation of the outcome of an interaction. There is also another reason 

why infants need to attend to an object's changing arrangement with its surround during 

an interaction. By the end of their first year, infants begin to manipulate objects as tools. 

In order to obtain the desired tool effect, the surfaces of the tool and the target object had 

to be arranged in certain ways (Leeuwen van, Smitsman, & Leeuwen van, 1994). Even 

when a child will be able to infer the precise arrangement that will occur between the 

manipulated tool and target object, fine tuned control of tool manipulation requires 

continuously attention to the changing tool object arrangement that does occur during 

interaction. 

On the basis of results from studies that used a hidden displacement paradigm, one 

may question the hypothesis that infants need to perceive the visible arrangement of sur

faces between objects in order to anticipate the outcome of an interaction. These studies 

seem to suggest that infants are able to infer these arrangements. However, it may be ar

gued that in these studies direct information about the arrangement between the surfaces 

of the interacting objects was still available. For example, Spelkc (Spelkc et al., 1992a) 

screened the path of a ball towards a surface with a gap from view. The arrangement of 
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surfaces that arose between the ball and the surface with the gap at the level of the gap, 

could not actually be seen. Infants from 3.5 months of age were still able to perceive 

whether the width relation between the ball and the surface with the gap did or did not 

allow for passing through. However, although the changing relation between the ball 

and the gap could not be seen, information about the arrangement of their surfaces was 

still optically specified. At the beginning of a trial before the screen was put in place, the 

ball was shown above the surface with the gap. At the end of a trial the screen was 

removed and the ball was shown in its final position below the surface through which it 

had apparently passed. In order to anticipate the outcome of the interaction, infants only 

had to perceive the width relation between the two objects. Since both objects were 

displayed against a common background, the infants could still directly perceive the 

width relation between the objects by visually comparing the amount of background that 

was relatively covered by the width of both objects. 

Another example. Baillargeon (1987a) habituated 4.5- and 5.5-month-old infants to a 

screen that rotated through a 180 degrees arc, back and forth about a stationary edge that 

rested on the table. Then infants were tested with two events in which a block was 

placed in the arc of the rotating screen. In one event the screen rotated upward so as to 

occlude the block and continued rotating until it reached the place the hidden block occu

pied. In the other event, the screen rotated upward so as to occlude the block and then it 

continued rotating 180 degrees, apparently through the space the hidden block occupied, 

until it lay flat on the table. The first event showed the infants a novel visual motion that 

was in accordance with the position of the block. The second event presented a familiar 

visual motion that was inconsistent with the position of the block. Infants as young as 

4.5 months of age looked longer at the familiar but inconsistent motion than at the novel 

but consistent motion. Again these data seem to suggest that infants do not need to per

ceive the arrangement of surfaces between interacting objects directly in order to antici

pate the outcome of the interaction. However, before the object became fully occluded 

the arrangement between the block and the screen was shown. The fact that the screen 

gradually occluded the object completely provided the infants with information that the 

block was on the rotating path of the screen and, therefore, should obstruct the screen. 

The present study investigated whether infants' ability to anticipate the outcome of an 

interaction is based upon perception of the arrangement of surfaces of interacting objects 

as specified by occlusion. This optically specified arrangement contains the most imme

diate information with respect to the properties of the interacting objects, their motions, 

and the relations between them. Research on young infants' visual perception of object 
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properties such as unity, size, and shape shows that kinetic occlusion of surrounding 

surfaces by the surfaces of objects plays an important role in their perception of such 

properties (see e.g. Bertenthal, Proffitt, Kramer & Spetner, 1987; Keilman, 1984). It 

has also been shown that infants perceive the spatial relation between objects on the basis 

of occlusion patterns (Granrud et al., 1984c). This suggests that young infants indeed 

need to attend to the visible arrangement of objects with their surrounds in order to 

perceive objects and the interactions between them. However, it is not clear whether 

infants detect the optically specified information for the outcome of an interaction. The 

present study will investigate this question. 

Sitskoom & Smitsman (in press) showed that infants are able to anticipate whether the 

width relation between a block and a box will lead to passing through or to support. 

They used a violation of expectancy paradigm. After familiarization to two instances of a 

block passing through the opening of a box, 6-, and 9-month old infants, but not 4-

month-old infants, looked significantly longer to violation test trials were a block wider 

than the opening of the box passed through this opening than to lawful test trails where a 

block narrower than the opening passed through this opening (see Figure 1). After fami

liarization to two instances of a block that became supported by the rims of a box, 6-, and 

9-month-olds, in contrast to 4-month-olds, looked significantly longer to violation test 

trials where a block narrower than the opening of a box seemed to become supported at 

the level of this opening than to lawful test trials where a block wider than the opening of 

a box became supported by the rims of this box (see Figure 3). 

The study by Sitskoom & Smitsman showed that infants from 6 months of age antici

pated the outcome of an event on the basis of perception of the width relation between 

block and opening of the box. We assumed that infants were able to do so because they 

attended to the optically specified arrangement between the surfaces of the descending 

block and the opening of the box. In order to test this hypothesis, in the present study 

we replicated the experiments of Sitskoom & Smitsman (in press). We presented 6-, 9-, 

12-, and 18-month-old infants with blocks that descended towards the opening of 

boxes. Depending upon the width relation between the block and the opening of a box, 

the block passed through the opening of the box or became supported by its rims. The 

opening of the box was located below eye level just as in the Sitskoom & Smitsman 

study. For an observer looking at the block that descends in a straight line towards the 

centre of the opening of the box, the block will occlude the opening before it reaches the 

level of this opening. A block that is wider than the opening will occlude the, backrim, 

and the side rims of the box. A block that is smaller than the opening will only occlude 
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the backrim and inside of the box. The occlusion pattern that emerges before the 

outcome of the interaction contains optic information about the arrangement of the 

surfaces between the objects. Since this arrangement constrains passing through or 

support, the occlusion pattern provides the observer with information about the outcome 

of the interaction. 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the passing 

through experiment. 
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FAMILIARIZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the support 

experiment. 

In order to test whether infants ability to perceive the width relation depended on per

ception of the visible arrangement of surfaces between the block and the box, occlusion 

of the box by the block was obscured from view by a screen placed on top of the box. 

Our reasoning was as follows: If the 6-, and 9-month-old infants in the Sitskoorn & 

Smitsman study were able to perceive the width relation on the basis of the visible ar

rangement between the surfaces of the block and the box, they will no longer be able to 

perceive the width relation when this visible arrangement is concealed from view. We 
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therefore expect that when the occlusion pattern is concealed, only the oldest infants are 

able to perceive the width relation. 

There is an important reason to expect that older infants may be able to perceive the 

width relation when occlusion of the box by the block has been concealed from view. 

Occlusion of an object by another object provides information about the width relation 

between the objects just before the outcome of the interaction takes place. If an observer 

is able to perceive the relation between the texture of both objects and the texture of the 

background, she/he will be able to perceive the width relation and the outcome it specifies 

long before this outcome takes place. However, in order to obtain this kind of 

information infants must be able to explore larger parts of the visual array. Older infants 

are able to do so (E.J. Gibson, 1988) which may allow them to perceive the width 

relation even when the screen is in place. 

The difference in responding between the present study and that by Sitskoom & 

Smitsman cannot plausibly be attributed to a difference in objects or to the difficulty of 

the tasks used to assess infants' perception of the width relation because wc used the 

same displays and methods as used in the experiments from Sitskoom & Smitsman. 

3.2. Experiment 1 : Passing through 

Method We used the same method as Sitskoom and Smitsman (in press). 

Subjects. Four groups of 20 infants participated. Twenty infants were 6 months old 

(mean age = 6 months and 3 days), 20 infants were 9 months old (mean age = 9 months 

and 5 days), 20 infants were 12 months old (mean age = 12 months and 3 days ), and 20 

infants were 18 months old (mean age = 18 months and 2 days). An additional 9 infants 

were excluded from the experiment, 3 because of emotional distress, 4 because their 

caretakers did not follow the instructions given by the experimenter, and 2 because of 

equipment failure. Names and addresses of the participants were obtained from the mu

nicipal government in Nijmegen. Parents were compensated for participation. 

Apparatus. Events involved blocks that moved in and out of the opening of boxes. 

They were displayed behind a window (57 χ 40 cm) of a display cabin which could be 

occluded by a black roller-blind that was operated by an experimenter with the aid of a 

cord. Changes of displays took place with the roller-blind closed. Blocks were sus

pended with nylon strings and their motions were controlled by the experimenter with the 

aid of a handlift. 

The times at which the blocks were to be lifted, lowered, or held was signaled on a 

computer-controlled monitor. The blocks moved at a constant speed of 20 cm per sec-
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ond, controlled by a regulator. A screen ( 39 χ 7 cm) could be rotated down on top of 

the box parallel to its front edge in front of the infants' sight. This screen was operated 

by hand invisible. When put in place, the screen concealed the arrangement of surfaces 

as specified by an occlusion pattern that emerged when the block approached the box. 

Objects. A large and a small concave object (boxes) and a large and a small solid ob

ject (blocks) were used. The blocks (16.5 χ 10 χ 8 cm and 6.5 χ 10 χ 6.5 cm) were 

made of wood and painted red. The large box (31 χ 10 χ 20 cm) had an opening of 26 χ 

15 cm, the small box (20 χ 10 χ 20 cm) had an opening of 15 χ 15 cm. Both boxes were 

made of semi-transparent plexiglass. They were dappled randomly with yellow spots to 

provide texture and to emphasize their substantiality without loosing their transparency. 

The inner back side of each box was covered with black cardboard to emphasize the 

width of its concavity. Each of the boxes had a rim of 2.5 cm around the opening. 

The small block could fit into the opening of the small as well as into the opening of 

the large box. The large block apparently fitted only into the opening of the large box. 

However, parts of the rim on the sides of the small box were flexible so that when the 

large block touched the side rims of the box, the flexible parts were pushed downward 

and the block entered the box. The entering of the block gave the illusion that the block 

was penetrating the opening through the rim. When the block was lifted, springs un

derneath the parts pushed these parts back to their original position. The dapples on the 

box concealed the joints of the flexible parts of the rims. The flexible parts of the side 

rims matched precisely the depths of the large box. Therefore, the outline of the up and 

down moving block concealed the corresponding movement of the rim. This ensured 

that the illusion was given that the block penetrated the opening through the rim and that 

the movement of the rim was not visible for the infants. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to a downward motion of a block through the 

opening of a box and a subsequent upward motion of the block towards its original posi

tion. This event was considered one cycle. A cycle was shown once or several times in 

a trial, depending on the infants' looking time. Passing through was shown for a down

ward motion of the small block into and out of the small box and for a downward motion 

of the large block into and out of the large box (see Figure 7). Variations in the block-box 

combinations on alternate trials gave the infants the opportunity to extract the width rela

tion that specifics passing through irrespective of the particular objects used in a trial. 

After familiarization, the objects were re-arranged into two lest pairs. The first test pair 

consisted of the small block and the large box. In this test pair the width relation speci

fied passing through, in a way similar to the width relation in the familiarization trials. 
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The second test pair consisted of the large block and the small box. In this test pair the 

width of the large block apparently did not fit into the opening of the small box. The 

width relation specified support and therefore differed from the width relation shown in 

the familiarization trials and lawful test trials. However, as a result of the flexible side 

rims of the box the outcome resulted in passing through. 

For the test pair with the similar width relation the event outcome (1) was similar to 

that seen in the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the outcome speci

fied by the width relation between block and box opening. For the test pair with the dif

ferent width relation, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization 

phase, but (2) violated the outcome specified by the width relation between block and 

box opening. 

During test trials the screen was rotated on top of the box. The depths of the blocks 

were less than the depths of the opening of the boxes. The screen rested on the top of the 

box and was offset slightly towards the back of the box. This left a small portion of the 

opening visible, therefore, the width of the opening remained visible throughout the 

whole event (see Figure 7, right panel). By its height, 7 cm, the screen occluded only 

part of the blocks' height, 10 cm, when the blocks moved behind the screen. This en

sured that the width of the block remained visible throughout the event. Even when the 

block was completely contained within the box, its width remained visible because of the 

transparency of the box. The screen was put in place just.before a block moved down

wards, so the infants were given the opportunity to see the total opening of the box be

fore the block started its downward motion. 

Each test pair was shown twice. The four test trials were presented on alternate trials, 

counterbalanced across subjects. 

Procedure. The procedure was the same for all ages. Infants were tested while sit

ting on their caretakers' lap in front of the display cabin approximately 70 cm from the 

window. The eye level of the infants was adjusted by the height of the caretaker's seat 

such that they looked at an angle of 40 degrees into the opening of the box. Caretakers 

were informed about the procedure and instructed nol to look at the displays. If Lhey 

nonetheless looked at the displays, their infants were excluded from the experiment. 

The duration of the looks of the infants, as indicated by corneal reflection, were 

scored in tenths of seconds by a hidden observer who observed the infant through a 

peephole of the display cabin. The duration of the looks were recorded with the aid of a 

button box connected to an Apple II plus computer. The observer was carefully trained 

and blind to the specific object combinations shown on a trial. Two observers watched 
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20 infants together to determine inter-observer-reliability. Inter-observer-reliability, for 

0.5 second intervals of total looking lime across trials averaged 96%. 

Cytle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

FAMIIIAR1ZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test-displays in the 

passing through experiment with screen. 

A variant of an infant-controlled familiarization of the visual looking time task was 

used (Horowitz, Paden, Bhana, & Self, 1972). The beginning of each trial was signalled 

by a tone which was also the sign for the experimenter to lift the roller-blind. On each 

trial the passing through event, involving one of the two block-box combinations was 

shown for one or more cycles. At the start of each cycle the distance between the bottom 
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of the block and the edge of the opening of the box was 36 cm. A specific block-box 

combination was shown stationary for 3 seconds before the block moved downwards. 

The block reached the bottom of the box in approximately 1.9 s, remained there for 2 s, 

and was then raised in 1.8 s to its original position. Thereafter, the same 8.7 s cycle was 

repeated. A trial was ended at the end of the cycle in which the infant looked at the event 

for at least 2 s and had then continuously looked away for 2 s. As a consequence, 

infants were exposed to at least one full cycle. The end of the trial was signalled by a 

tone. This tone was the signal for the experimenter to slide the roller-blind across the 

window, occluding the display for 4 s. The next trial started with the other combination 

of objects. 

Familiarization trials continued until the infant met the criterion of a 50% or greater de

crease in looking time on two consecutive trials relative to the looking time on the first 

two trials, or after a maximum of 13 familiarization trials. The computer calculated when 

the infant met the criterion. 

After familiarization, the test trials were shown. The procedure for these trials was 

identical to the procedure of the familiarization trials with two exceptions. First, other 

block-box combinations were shown and second, just before the block started to move 

downward, the screen rotated down on top of the box, 2 cm from the inside of the front 

rim, in front of the occlusion pattern that evolved. The screen was removed, behind the 

closed roller-blind, after the end of each trial. 

Results and Discussion-

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

all age groups. One six-month-old infant reached the maximum of 13 familiarization tri

als. 

Looking times. First, the looking times in the screened test trials for the total group of 

infants were compared by means of a 4 χ 2 χ 2 mixed model analysis of variance with 

Age (6,9, 12, & 18 months old) and Order (lawful or violation test trial first) as the be

tween subject factors and Test Pair (violation and lawful test trials) as the within subject 

factor. The analysis revealed significant main effects of Age F (3,72) = 5.23, p. < .005. 

and of Test Pair F (1, 72) = 4.75, ц < .05. These main effects were qualified by a 

significant Age χ Test Pair interaction F (3, 72) = p. < .001. There were no Order 

effects. Further analysis with Tukey's multiple range test revealed the following effects: 

The 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants did not show significantly longer looking times in 

the violation test trials compared to their looking times in the lawful test trials. In 
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contrast, the 18-month-olds did show such a significant difference in looking times 

between test trials (See Figure 8). 

It appears that when the occlusion pattern is concealed the 6-, 9-, and even 12-

month-old infants are not able to differentiate between the violation and lawful test trials. 

Only 18-month-olds are able to differentiate between the test trials under these 

conditions. These data suggest that only 18-month-old infants were able to perceive the 

width relation that specifies passing through. This finding is in contrast with the results 

of Sitskoom & Smitsman that showed that when the occlusion pattern remained visible, 

infants from 6 months of age were able to perceive the width relation that specifies 

passing through. Combination of the results of both studies suggests that the occlusion 

pattern at the level of the opening of the box provides the 6-, 9-, and even 12-month-old 

infants with information to perceive the width relation. Since this pattern was concealed 

in the present study, these infants were no longer able to differentiate between the lawful 

and violation trials. 

However, no conclusions can be drawn from an absence in response. Therefore, in 

order to test this hypothesis we ran an additional analysis. We compared the looking 

times of the 6- and 9-month-old infants in the present experiment were compared with the 

looking times of the 6- and 9-month-old infants in the passing through experiment were 

the occlusion pattern remained visible throughout the event (Sitskoom & Smitsman, in 

press)3 . The finding that infants under conditions where the occlusion pattern is visible 

differentiate between the lawful and violation test trials, in contrast to conditions where 

the occlusion pattern is concealed, underlines the significance of visible arrangement of 

surfaces for the perception of width relation. The looking times of the infants in both ex

periments were compared by means of a 2 χ 2 mixed model analyses of variance with 

Experiment (perceivable occlusion pattern and concealed occlusion pattern) as the be

tween subject factor and with Test Pair (violation and lawful) as the within subject factor. 

The analysis revealed significant main effects of Experiment E (1,76) = 4.12, β <.005 

and Test Pair F (1,76) = 25.82, p. < .001. These main effects were qualified by a signifi

cant Experiment χ Test Pair interaction F (1,76) = 25.13 p. < .001. Further analysis with 

Tukey's multiple range test revealed that infants showed significant longer looking times 

in the violation test trials than in the lawful test trials, in the experiment where the occlu

sion pattern remained visible, whereas the infants in the present experiment where the 

3 The infants in the present study came from the same cohort as the infants in the 
Sitskoom & Smitsman study (in press). 
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occlusion pattern was concealed did not differentiate between lawful and violation test 

trials (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8. Mean looking times on the screened patterns of the four age groups in the 

passing through experiment. 

Trail 

Figure 9. Comparison of mean looking times of 6- and 9- month-old infants in the 

passing through experiments with visible occlusion (Sitskoom & Smitsman, 

in press) and with screened occlusion (present study). 

Combination of the data of the present passing through experiment and the passing 

through experiment by Sitskoom and Smitsman (in press) suggests (1) that occlusion of 

the box by the block provided 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants with the information to 
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perceive the width relation that specified passing through, and (2) that between 12 and 18 

months of age infants become able to gain knowledge about this width relation without 

perception of the described occlusion pattern. 

Even when a screen was placed on top of the box to conceal the occlusion pattern, 18-

month-old infants looked significantly longer when a block moved into the opening of a 

box whose width was less than the width of the block. We cannot tell from these results 

whether the 18-month-old infants anticipated that the outcome of this violation event 

should be support. In the study by Sitskoom & Smitsman (in press) a second experi

ment was conducted to investigate whether infants perceived that the outcome in the 

passing through violation trials should be support. In that experiment, infants were fa

miliarized to blocks that became supported by the rims of boxes. The passing through 

and support experiments were designed in such a way that they were complementary to 

each other: If the block was narrower than the opening of the box the block should pass 

through the opening: If the block was wider than the opening of the box, the block 

should become supported by the rims of the box. 

The results of the support experiment by Sitskoorn and Smitsman (in press) showed 

that 6- and 9-month-old infants were able to perceive when the width relation between a 

block and a box opening specified support. 

In order to investigate whether occlusion also provided 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old in

fants with information for the perception of the width relation that specifies support and 

whether 18-month-old infants also were able to perceive this width relation without the 

information provided by the occlusion pattern, we repeated this support experiment. 

Again the only difference was that a screen was placed on top of the box to conceal the 

kinetic occlusion pattern in the test trials. 

3.3. Experiment 2 : Support 
Method 

We replicated the method of the support experiment used by Sitskoom & Smitsman 

(in press). 

Subjects. Four other groups of 20 infants participated in experiment 2. They were 

similarly recruited as in experiment 1. Twenty infants were 6 months old (mean age = 6 

months and 6 days), twenty 9 months old (mean age = 9 months and 7 days), twenty 12 

months old (mean age =12 months and 3 days), and twenty 18 months old (mean age = 

18 months and 3 days). An additional 8 infants were excluded from the experiment, 2 be-
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cause of emotional distress, 3 because of equipment failure, and 3 because their caretak

ers did not follow the instructions given by the experimenter. 

Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that of experiment 1 with one exception. 

After 36 cm the motion of the block was stopped by a piece of wood, 9.5 cm in height, 

placed under the handlift. To eliminate the sound typically heard when the handlift con

tacted the piece of wood, foam was placed on top of this piece of wood. 

Objects. A large and small box were used. The large box (15 χ 10 χ 15 cm) had an 

opening of 14 χ 14 cm. The small box (8 χ 10 χ 15 cm) had an opening of 7 χ 14 cm. 

The boxes and blocks were made of the same materials as the blocks of Experiment 1 and 

the blocks were of the same sizes as those used in Experiment 1. However, this time the 

lower part of the blocks was made of foam so that no sound was heard when the blocks 

collided with the boxes. Sitskoom and Smitsman (in press) showed that 6-month-old in

fants only differentiated between the lawful and violation test trials when the sound typi

cally heard when the block stopped at the level of the opening of the box was deleted. 

The blocks were wrapped up in tape and painted red, this ensured that the foam was no 

longer visible and that the blocks looked solid units. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to events in which a block was lowered to, and be

came supported by, a box and was then raised up to its original position. This event was 

shown for one or more cycles in a trial depending upon the infants' looking times. 

Support was shown for the small block upon the small box and for the large block upon 

the large box (see left panel of Figure 10). Variations in block-box combinations gave the 

infants the opportunity to extract the general width relation that specifies support irre

spective of the particular objects used in a trial. 

After familiarization, the objects were re-arranged into two test pairs. The first test 

pair consisted of the large block and the small box. In this test pair, the width relation 

specified support, similar to the width relation shown in the familiarization trials. The 

second test pair consisted of the small block and the large box. In this test pair the 

outline of the small block did fit into the opening of the large box specifying passing 

through. The width relation between block and box was different from the width relation 

shown in the familiarization trials. However, for both combinations the event depicted in 

the test trials was support. For the second test pair this was possible because we placed 

the piece of wood under the handlift. For the test pair with the similar width relation as 

shown during the familiarization trials, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in 

the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the outcome specified by the 

width relation between the block and opening of the box. For the test pair with the 
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different relation, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization 

phase, but (2) violated the outcome specified by the width relation. During test trials the 

screen was rotated on top of the box. 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASF TEST PHASE 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test-displays in the 

support experiment with screen. 

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1 but this time 

support was shown. At the beginning of each cycle the distance between the bottom of 

the block and the opening of the box was 36 cm. A specific block-box combination was 

shown stationary for 3 s. Thereafter the block moved downwards and reached the top of 
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the box in approximately 1.5 s where it stayed for 2 s, and was then lifted in 1.6 s to its 

original position. Thereafter the same 8.1 s cycle was repeated. 

Results and Discussion-

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

all age groups. No infants reached the criterion of 13 trials. 

Looking times. The looking times during the test trials of the total group of infants of 

the present experiment were compared by means of a 4 χ 2 χ 2 mixed model analysis of 

variance with Age (6,9, 12, and 18 months old) and Order (lawful or violation test trial 

first) as the between subject factors and with Test Pair (violation and lawful) as the 

within subject factor. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of Age F (3,72) = 

5.45, p_ < .005 and Test Pair E 0 J 2 ) = 10.09, p. < .005. These main effects were 

qualified by a significant two-way Age by Test Pair interaction F (3,76) = 7.28, p. < 

.001. There were no Order effects. Further analysis with Tukey's multiple range test 

revealed the following effects: The 6-, 9- and 12-month-old infants did not have 

significantly longer looking times in the violation trials compared to their looking times in 

the lawful test trials, whereas such a significant difference was found with the 18-month-

old infants (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Mean looking times on the screened patterns of the four age groups in the 

support experiment. 

These data suggest that when the occlusion pattern was concealed, only 18-month-

olds were able to differentiate between the test trials and to perceive when the width rela

tion specified support. Six-, nine, and 12-month-old infants were no longer able to per-
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ceive that the width relation in the violation trials specified passing through under these 

conditions. Therefore, they did not show longer looking times when the outcome of 

these trials resulted in support. 

In order to test this conclusion more thoroughly, we compared the looking times of 

the 6- and 9-month-old infants in the present experiment with the looking times of the 6-

and 9-month-old infants in the support experiment were the occlusion pattern remained 

visible throughout the event (Sitskoom & Smitsman, in press). This was done by means 

of a 2 χ 2 mixed model analyses of variance with Experiment (perceivable occlusion 

pattern and concealed occlusion pattern) as the between subject factor and with Test Pair 

(violation and lawful test pair) as the within subject factor. The analysis revealed 

significant main effects of Experiment E (1.57) = 6.12, j> < .05, and of Test Pair F 

(1,57) = 25.93, p. < .001. These main effects were qualified by a significant Experiment 

χ Test Pair interaction F (1,57) = 27.84, p. «c.001. Further analysis with Tukey's 

multiple range test revealed that the infants in the experiment where the occlusion pattern 

remained visible showed significant longer looking times in the violation test trials than in 

the lawful test trials, whereas the infants in the present experiment where the occlusion 

pattern was concealed did not differentiate between lawful and violation test trials (Figure 

12). 
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Figure 12. Comparison of mean looking times of the 6- and 9-month-old infants in the 

support experiments with visible occlusion (Sitskoorn & Smitsman, in press) 

and with screened occlusion (present study). 
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Combination of the results of the present support experiment and the experiment by 

Sitskoorn and Smitsman (in press) suggests (1) that occlusion of the box by the block 

provided 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants with the information necessary to perceive the 

width relation that specifies support and (2) that between 12- and 18-months of age, in

fants became able to gain knowledge about the width relation without perception of this 

occlusion pattern. Around this age, infants start using another source of information in 

order to gain knowledge about width relations. 

General Discussion 
Our study showed that 18-month-old infants, in contrast to 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old 

infants, perceived whether the width relation between 'a descending block and the 

opening of a box specified passing through or support. These results are in sharp 

contrast with the results of an earlier study by Sitskoorn & Smitsman (in press). This 

study showed that 6-month-old infants were already able to perceive whether the width 

relation specified passing through or support. The events shown and methods used were 

identical in both studies. The only difference was that in the present study a screen was 

placed on top of the box. This screen prevented infants from seeing the occlusion pattern 

that specified the arrangement of surfaces that emerged at the level of the box. In the 

study by Sitskoorn & Smitsman this pattern remained visible throughout the event. 

Combination of the results of both studies suggest that the optical specified arrangement 

of surfaces at the level of the box specified the width relation for the 6-, 9-, and 12-

month-old infants. This optical structure enabled them to anticipate passing through and 

support. Eighteen-month-olds are able to anticipate passing through and support without 

perception of this optically specified arrangement of surfaces. 

The above conclusions are warranted unless screening has affected infants' perception 

of the interaction between the block and the box in some other way. The screen on top of 

the box optically split the descending block into two separate pieces when the block 

moved behind the screen i.e., one piece above the screen and the other piece (re-) appear

ing underneath the screen. One might suggest that infants perceived the descending 

block as transforming into two separate objects when it passed behind the screen. Given 

the results of Keilman and Spelke (1983) on infants' ability to perceive the unity of an 

object, this hypothesis is very unlikely. Their research indicated that common motion of 

visible parts of an object behind an occluder is sufficient for infants to perceive the unity 

of that object The transparency of the box and the fact that the block was higher than the 
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screen and, therefore, never completely disappeared behind the screen, ensured common 

motion in our experiments. 

One might also hypothesize that information about the width of the block and the 

opening of the box, was no longer available to the infants when a screen was put in 

place. It may be that infants could no longer keep track of these widths or mistakenly 

perceived other widths. This hypothesis is very unlikely since information about the 

width of the block and the width of the opening remained available throughout the event. 

Only the relation between both as revealed by occlusion could not be seen. The trans

parency of the box and the fact that the height of the screen was less than the height of the 

block ensured that the width of the block remained visible when the block moved behind 

the screen and into the box. The width of the opening was visible before the screen was 

set in place and it remained visible because the screen was offset slightly towards the 

back of the boxes leaving a portion of the opening visible throughout the whole event. 

The portion that remained visible was of the same size as the portion of the opening that 

remained visible in the Sitskoorn & Smitsman study. In that study, the outline of the 

block occluded part of the opening of the box during approach. 

Nevertheless, infants might not have attended to the visible part of the opening in front 

of the screen and mistakenly have perceived the inside of the transparent box as the width 

of the opening when they saw the block reappearing under the screen into the box. Our 

results cannot reject this hypothesis. However, if this hypothesis could be confirmed it 

would lead to conclusions that are compatible with those of the present research. In the 

Sitskoorn and Smitsman study (in press) the width relation between the block and the 

opening of the box was specified by occlusion. The results showed that infants 

perceived this width relation. In the present study the width relation between block and 

the inside of the box was revealed by occlusion. If an experiment would show that in 

this case infants perceived this width relation instead of the width relation between the 

block and box opening, it would underscore infants attentiveness to the visual spatial 

arrangement of surfaces that emerge during an interaction and their sensitivity for the 

information specified by these visible arrangements. 

Our finding that young infants are only able to perceive the width relation between a 

box and a block when the arrangement between the surfaces of these objects remains 

visible, provides in combination with the data of other studies (Baillargeon, 1991; 1993) 

support for the hypothesis that infants' early perception of the visual world is qualitative 

in nature. Computational models on physical reasoning (Baillargeon, 1993; Forbus, 

1984) distinguish between quantitative and qualitative strategies. Quantitative strategies 
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require the perception and use of absolute quantities (e.g. block A is 10 cm in width and 

block В is S cm in width). Qualitative strategies require the perception and use of rela

tions between quantities (e.g. block A is wider than block B). Our study showed that 

young infants were only able to perceive whether the outcome of the event should result 

in passing through or support when the qualitative information about the relation between 

the block and the opening of the box, the arrangement of surfaces, remained visible. 

When only the quantitative information, the absolute widths of the objects, remained 

visible they were no longer able to do so. 

The method we used in the present study does not enable us to say whether infants 

are attending to static interposition or to kinetic information when they perceive interact

ing objects. The study was not designed for that purpose. It only showed that infants 

attend to the optically specified arrangement of surfaces that emerged at the level of the 

opening of the box and that they use this information to anticipate the outcome of an in

teraction. Some research findings seem to favour the possibility that young infants attend 

to kinetic occlusion. Young infants hardly detect and pay attention to static display 

whereas they detect and pay attention to moving displays (Haith & Campos, 1977). 

Other research findings show that infants use kinetic information to perceive structure in 

the events shown. They use common motion to perceive unity of an object (Keilman & 

Spelke, 1983), accretion and deletion patterns to perceive the arrangement in depth of the 

layout (Granrud et al., 1984c), transforming optical projections to perceive three-dimen

sional form (Arterberry & Yonas,1988; Keilman, 1984) and motion vectors in point light 

displays for the perception of coherent structure (Bertenthal, Proffitt, Kramer, & 

Spetner, 1987). Furthermore, these studies show that perception of motion-provided 

information precedes the perception of information provided by static patterns. 

On the other hand some research findings seem to favour the hypothesis of static in

terposition. Seven-month-old infants seem to be sensitive to several pictorial depth cues 

including interposition (Granrud & Yonas, 1984a; Yonas, Cleaves, & Granrud, 1982) 

and 5- and 7-month-old infants seem to be sensitive to spatial lay-out specified by 

binocular information (Granrud, Yonas, & Pettersen, 1984b). A follow-up study is nec

essary to further separate kinetic occlusion from static interposition effects in the percep

tion of object relations in infancy. 

Although our study suggests that the arrangement of surfaces as specified by occlu

sion patterns enabled infants between 6 and 18 months of age to perceive the width rela

tion and the outcome it specified there are several reasons to expect that there is another 

way to gain knowledge about the width relation. First, 18-month-old infants were able 
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to anticipate passing through and support without the perception of the occlusion pattern. 

Secondly, the informative value of occlusion of the box by the block is severely limited 

when the interspace between the objects involved is enlarged. The occlusion pattern we 

investigated, occurs only at the level of the opening of the box, so then the interspace is 

reduced to a minimum. As a consequence, occlusion allows only for late anticipation of 

the outcome of the interaction. In contrast, a pilot study indicated that adults anticipated 

the outcome of the interaction even before the block started to move downwards. 

Thirdly, previous studies showed that infants younger than 18 months of age are able to 

anticipate the outcome of interactions without this kind of occlusion information (Spelke 

et al., 1992; Baillargeon, 1987a). 

Our experiments were not designed to resolve which other source of information may 

have specified the relative width for the 18-month-old infants, the adults, or the infants in 

the other studies. However, combination of our results and findings by J.J. Gibson led 

to a hypothesis. Results from a study on size constancy (J.J. Gibson, 1979) indicate that 

the relation of objects to their common background which extends in depth, may provide 

information about their relative width. Two objects that are similar in width will occlude 

the same amount of texture elements of the ground on which they are situated, ir

respective of their distance to an observer; a wider object will occlude more of the back

ground texture than a narrower object. If this information is perceived, a width relation 

between the objects will be observed. 

If, as in our study, the objects are not situated on a common ground but are in front of 

a common vertical background at the same distance from an observer, occlusion of this 

common background may provide information about relative width. When the width of 

the block occludes less of the background than the width of the opening of the box, 

passing through is specified. When the width of the block occludes more of the back

ground than the width of the opening, support is specified. With age, infants may be

come able to obtain information from common background occlusion because of their 

growing ability to explore larger parts of the optical array in a more differentiated way 

(E.J. Gibson, 1988). 

When the difference in width is very obvious and when the objects are displayed close 

together, infants younger than 18-month-of age may be able to perceive information pro

vided by common background occlusion. In our passing through experiment the differ

ence between the width of the block and the width of the opening of the box was only 

1.5 cm, whereas in Spelke's et al. experiments the difference between the width of the 

ball and the width of the gap in the surface was 6 cm. The younger infants in our experi-
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ments needed to perceive the occlusion of the box by the block. The infants in Spelke's 

experiments did not need to perceive this occlusion pattern. They only needed to 

perceive the beginning and the end of the interaction. It may be that when the differences 

in width between an object and an opening are very obvious and when the objects are 

displayed close together it will be sufficient for infants to see only the beginning of an 

object's path towards the other object in order to anticipate the outcome of the interaction. 

In this situation occlusion of common background may have provided the infants with 

enough information about the width relation. In contrast, when the width difference 

becomes less obvious, the arrangement of surfaces optically specified at the level of the 

opening needs to be perceived. 

The present study revealed infants' sensitivity to optically specified arrangements be

tween interacting objects. These arrangementts provided them with information for the 

anticipation of the outcomes of the interactions. To what extent these findings can be 

generalized to the anticipation of other event outcomes is a subject of further research. 
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Chapter 4 

Infants' perception of object interactions: 
Perception of object properties under transformation4 

4.1. Introduction 
Recent research on object perception in infancy reveals the early presence of funda

mental insights in mechanical interactions between objects. More specifically, the results 

show a rapid growth in infants' understanding of the way in which motion principles 

(Baillargeon, 1987a; Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992a; Spelke, 

Simmons, Breinlinger, Jacobson, Keller, & Macomber, 1992b) and relations between 

object properties (Baillargeon, 1987b; Keil, 1979; Sitskoom & Smitsman, in press) con

strain the course and outcome of interactions between objects. 

Studies on infants' insight in interactions have been mostly directed towards infants' 

perception of object properties and how these object properties constrain object motions. 

However, depending upon the transformation imposed upon objects, the properties of 

the objects involved in an interaction may have different consequences for the outcome of 

this interaction. For example, a block that is smaller than the opening of a box can 

potentially pass through this opening. However, whether it will indeed pass through the 

opening or collide with the rims of the box, depends on the width of the block and the 

box in combination with the path of approach towards the box. Because the outcome of 

an interaction is constrained by object properties in combination with a transformation, 

perception of object properties under transformation is required for correct anticipation of 

this outcome. Furthermore, it is also important for the successful participation in interac

tions. So far, little is known about infants' perception of the effect of a transformation 

upon the outcome of an interaction. 

The present study investigates infants' perception of object properties under transfor

mation. Theories on infant perception of objects and their interactions take transforma

tions directly or indirectly into account. According to Spelke's central origin thesis, in

fants are endowed with core knowledge about object motion principles. This enables 

them to represent objects, to reason about them and to gain insight in object interactions. 

4 Manuscript submitted for publication. Reference: Sitskoorn, M.M. & Smitsman A.W. 
Infants' perception of object interactions: Perception of object properties under 
transformation. 
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The core knowledge is in accordance with four basic principles: Continuity (objects move 

only on connected paths), solidity (objects move only on unobstructed paths), gravity 

(objects move downward in the absence of support), and inertia (objects do not change 

their motion abruptly and spontaneously). Cognitive development should involve an 

enrichment around constant core principles. 

From a series of experiments (Spelke et al., 1992a, 1992b; Baillargeon, 1986) it was 

concluded that infants are indeed able to represent and reason about objects and their in

teractions in a way that accords with certain motion principles. In these experiments, in

fants were typically presented with a visible surface layout and then part of the layout 

was hidden behind a screen. A falling or rolling object moved behind a screen and 

reappeared at its far side. After habituation, the surface layout was modified and two test 

events were presented. In each event an obstacle was visibly placed on the object's path 

of motion and then was hidden from view by the screen. The object moved behind the 

screen as before and then the screen was raised to reveal the object at rest in one of two 

positions. The object reappeared either at a novel position on the near side of the obstacle 

or at its familiar position on the far side of the obstacle. Because the object could not 

have reached the far side of the obstacle without either jumping over it or passing through 

it, the position at the far side was inconsistent with the continuity and solidity constraints. 

Infants from 2.5 months of age showed a significant preference for the inconsistent out

come over the consistent outcome. Therefore, Spelke concluded that infants from 2.5 

months of age are sensitive to solidity and continuity and are able to anticipate event out

comes that are based upon these constraints. At a later age of 6 to 9 months, infants also 

become sensitive to gravity and inertia and to the outcomes that these motion variables 

constrain (Spelke et al., 1992b; Spelke, 1994). 

Sitskoom & Smitsman (in press, 1994) favour a different view on infants' perception 

of object interactions. This view takes transformations more directly into account. 

Sitskoom and Smitsman claim that dynamic object relations between interacting objects 

are the proper effective units for the perception of mechanical interactions by infants. 

While objects interact, relations between the properties of these interacting objects emerge 

and change in space and over time. Which relations emerge depend upon the properties 

of the objects involved and upon the transformation imposed upon the objects. The rela

tions that emerge are called dynamic object relations and they constrain the outcome of 

the interactions. Because dynamic object relations constrain the course and outcome of 

an interaction, visual perception of these relations allows for anticipation of this outcome. 
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Sitskoorn & Smitsman claim that dynamic object relations are the effective unit for 

infants because they are directly perceivable without perception of the components of 

which the relations are composed. They based this hypothesis on J.J. Gibson's view 

(Gibson, 1979) that relations between objects can be perceived directly to the extent that 

information that specifies these relations is available for the perceptual system. For the 

visual system information is contained within invariants in the flow of stimulation in the 

optic array. A dynamic object relation involves a specific changing arrangement between 

the surfaces of the objects involved in the interaction. The changing arrangement trans

forms the structure of the optic array in a way that is specific to the object interaction. 

The specificity to its source of this optical information constitutes the information for the 

dynamic object relation underlying the interaction. Sensitivity to these optical 

transformations makes it possible to perceive the dynamic object relation as an invariant 

property of the interaction. In their view, perceptual development involves an 

improvement in the ability to detect these kinds of invariants and, consequently results in 

an increasing ability to anticipate the outcome of interactions (Sitskoorn & Smitsman, in 

press). 

Sitskoorn & Smitsman (in press, 1994) concluded from a series of experiments that 

infants indeed take dynamic object relations as the effective unit for the perception of in

teractions. In several experiments, infants watched a variety of instances of a block that 

passed through the opening of a box or became supported by its rims. Whether passing 

through or support occurred depended upon the width relation between the block and the 

opening of the box. Therefore, sensitivity to this width relation allowed for anticipation 

of the outcome of the interaction. Six- and nine-month-old infants were able to perceive 

the width relation when the occlusion of the box at the level of the opening of the box re

mained visible throughout the event. When the block occluded only the inside of the 

box, infants, were sensitive to the fact that the width relation specified passing through. 

When the block occluded both side rims of the box, they detected that it specified 

support However, when the occlusion pattern was concealed, the 6-, and 9-month-olds 

no longer detected the width relation. Only 18-month-olds were able to do so under 

circumstances of concealment It was concluded from these results that optic information 

specifies dynamic object relations for infants and they take these relations as the unit for 

their perception of the interactions. 

Sitskoorn & Smitsman (in press, 1994) showed that infants are able to perceive rela

tions between object properties that constrain the outcome of an interaction. This was 

studied by changing a property of the two interacting objects, their widths. The trans-
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formation imposed upon the objects remained constant On one hand one may say that in 

order to anticipate the outcome of the interaction in their experiments infants only had to 

perceive the relation between the properties of the objects and not the relation under trans

formation because the transformation remained constant. Therefore, the conclusion that 

infants' perception of interactions is based upon dynamic object relations seems prelimi

nary. Dynamic object relations are specifically formed by both the object properties and 

the transformation imposed upon the objects. On the other hand, the finding that infant 

perception of interactions is based on optical transformations, the occlusion pattern, does 

suggest that infants perceive object properties under transformations. Namely, these 

optical transformations do result from relations between object properties under 

transformation. However, whether infants indeed perceive object relations under 

transformation has not been investigated directly yet Therefore, in order to conclude that 

infants perceive dynamic object relations it has to be shown that they perceive relations 

between object properties under transformation. 

A transformation that imposes constraints upon the outcome of all mechanical interac

tions is the path of approach of an object to another object, called heading. Slight differ

ences in heading may lead to totally different interactions between the same objects. In 

the present study we investigated infants' ability to perceive whether the heading of a 

block for a box with an opening on top would result in passing through or support. We 

presented 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants with several variations of a block heading for 

the opening of a box. In contrast to the Sitskoom & Smitsman study (in press, 1994), 

we did not vary the metrical width between the block and the box. Instead, the heading 

of the block for the opening of the box was varied by changing the position of the box in 

relation to the descending block. This procedure ensured that the heading of the block 

for the box varied, but that the concrete motion of the block was kept constant across 

trials. Within a certain range, variations in heading of the block for the box may lead to 

similar event outcomes i.e. a block can pass through the opening of a box from a variety 

of approaches. Beyond a certain range, a small variation in heading, may lead to a 

discontinuity in the outcome of the interaction i.e as soon as the descending block heads 

for the rims of the box the outcome of the interaction will no longer be passing through 

but may be support. 

In a passing through experiment infants were familiarized to two instances of a block 

that headed for the opening of the box and passed through this opening (left panel, 

Figure 13). After familiarization the test trials were shown. In the lawful test trials, we 

showed the infants a small variation in heading that also underlay passing through (left 
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column, right panel, Figure 13). During violation test trials, we showed the infants an

other small variation in heading. The block headed with one side for the opening of the 

box and with one side for a rim of the box (right column, right panel, Figure 13). As a 

result, on one side the block occluded the rim and on one side the opening of the box as it 

approached the box. This small variation in heading no longer specified passing 

through. However, in these trials the outcome of the interaction also miraculously 

resulted in passing through. 

In a support experiment, 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants were presented with a 

block that headed for the rims of a box and became supported by these rims. During the 

familiarization and lawful test trials (first 3 columns, Figure 15), we showed the infants 

small variations in heading. All these variations underlay adequate support. During the 

violation test trials, we showed another small variation in heading. The block headed for 

and occluded only one rim of the box and became supported by this rim even though 

heading no longer underlay support (right column, Figure 15). If infants are able to 

perceive which outcome is constrained by heading, longer looking times may be expected 

for an event outcome that violates this anticipation than for an event outcome that 

confirms lawfully with this anticipation. 

Our study can extend information about infant perception of dynamic object relations, 

in so far that it may be shown that in addition to perception of relations between object 

properties that determine the outcome of interactions, infants also take the transformation 

imposed upon the objects into account. If they do, it may be concluded that they perceive 

object properties under transformation, i.e. that they perceive dynamic object relations. 

Moreover, the results of the present study may provide additional information about 

infants' sensitivity to occlusion information. Variations in heading will change the ar

rangement between the surfaces of the objects involved in an interaction and consequen

tial a change in the occlusion pattern will result. The relation between occlusion patterns 

and infant perception of interactions, will tell us something about infants' sensitivity to 

occlusion information that specifies object interactions. 

The results may also provide additional information about infant perception of motion 

principles. Previous research showed that infants from 2.5 months of age onwards per

ceive that an object cannot prolong its path when it is heading for another object that 

blocks its path (Baillargeon, 1986, 1987a, 1987b; Sitskoorn & Smitsman, in press, 

Spelke et al., 1992a). In all these studies both sides of the moving object collided with 

the object that blocked its path. In the violation trials of the present passing through 

experiment the block collides partly i.e. with only one side of the box it is heading for 
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(right panel, right column, Figure 1 & 3). On the basis, of Spelke's core knowledge 

thesis, it seems logically to expect that the 6 months olds in our experiment will show 

longer looking times in the violation test trials of our passing through experiment where 

the block partly 'passed through' the obstacle placed upon its path than in the lawful trials 

of this experiment where no such violation was shown. However, whether infants' 

perception of solidity indeed holds for partial collision has not been specifically 

investigated yet. 

4.2. Experiment 1 : Passing through 

Method 

The method used was similar to that of Sitskoorn & Smitsman (in press, 1994). 

Subjects. Three groups of 20 infants participated: 6-month-olds (mean age = 6 

months and 4 days), 9-month-olds (mean age= 9 months and 5 days) and 12- months-

olds (mean age =12 months and 2 days). An additional 5 infants were excluded from the 

experiment: 2 because of emotional distress, 1 because of equipment failure and 2 be

cause their caretakers did not follow the instructions given by the experimenter. Names 

and addresses of the participants were obtained from the municipal government in 

Nijmegen. Parents were compensated for participation. 

Apparatus. Events consisted of a block lowering into the opening of a box and lifted 

out of it again. These events were displayed behind a window (57 χ 40 cm) of a display 

cabin. The window could be occluded by a black roller-blind that was operated by an 

experimenter with the aid of a cord. Horizontal displacements of the box in relation to 

the block took place behind closed roller-blind. The block hung on nylon strings and its 

motion was controlled by the experimenter with the aid of a handlift. The nylon strings 

were guided by two steel guides which prevented the block from swaying back and 

forth. These guides were not visible for the infants. The block moved at a constant 

speed of 20 cm per second, controlled by a regulator. 

The timing of the raising, lowering and holding of the block, and displacements of the 

box, was indicated by a computer controlled monitor. 

Objects. A concave object (a box) and a solid object (a block) were used. The block 

(10 χ 13 χ 6.5 cm) was made of wood and painted red. The box (27 χ 10 χ 21 cm) had 

an opening of 20 χ 18 cm. The box was made of semi-transparent plexiglass. It was 

dappled randomly with yellow spots to provide obvious texture and to emphasize its 

substantiality without loosing its transparency. The inner back side of the box was 

covered with black cardboard to emphasize the width of its concavity. The box had a rim 
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7 cm in depth on one side and rims of 1 cm in depths on the three other sides. The block 

fitted into the opening of the box. The rim with a depth of 7 cm was partly flexible so 

that when the block touched this rim the flexible part was pushed downwards and the 

block could enter the opening of the box. The entering of the block gave the illusion that 

the block was penetrating the opening through the rim. When the block was raised 

again, springs underneath the rim pushed the flexible part back into its original position. 

The dapples on the box concealed the joints of the flexible parts of the rim. Therefore, 

the outline of the down- and upward moving block, concealed the down- and upward 

motion of these flexible parts. This ensured that the illusion was given that the block was 

penetrating the opening through the rim. Precise matching of the flexible parts of the rim 

with the depth of the block, ensured that the block entered the box in a straight motion 

without jiggling. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to a downward motion of a block through the 

opening of a box and a subsequent upward motion of the block to its original position. 

This event was considered one cycle. One or more cycles were shown in a trial, 

depending on the infants' looking lime. The box was placed at different positions in 

relation to the block. Passing through was demonstrated for two different directions of 

approach of the block towards the box (see Figure 13). One interaction consisted of a 

downward motion of the block into and out of the opening of the box with the large rim 

at the infants' right. The block approached the opening 1.5 cm from the large side rim, 

8.5 cm from the small side rim and 6 cm from the front rim. The other event consisted of 

a downward motion of the block into and out of the box with the large rim at the infants' 

left The block approached the opening 8.5 cm from the small side rim, 1.5 cm from the 

large side rim and 6.5 cm from the front rim. Variations in the heading of the block for 

the box on alternate trials provided the infants with the possibility of extracting a range of 

headings all being consistent with passing through. 

After familiarization, two different test pairs each consisting of a different heading 

were shown (see Figure 13). One test pair consisted of a downward motion of the block 

into and out of the box with the large side rim at the infants' left side. The block ap

proached the opening 0.5 cm from the small side rim, 9.5 cm from the large side rim and 

6.5 cm from the front rim. In this test pair heading of the block for the box was consis

tent with passing through and, therefore, was similar to the heading seen in the familiar

ization trials. The other test pair consisted of a downward motion of the block into and 

out of the box with the large side rim at the infants' right. The block overlapped the 7 cm 

rim with 6.5 cm and the opening with 3.5 cm. This heading implied support. However, 
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the block passed through the opening 6.5 cm from the front rim of the box, and 16.5 cm 

from the small side rim. 

For the test pair with the similar heading the event outcome (1) was similar to that 

seen in the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the outcome implied by 

the heading of the block for the box. For the test pair with the different relation, the 

event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in the familiarization phase, but (2) violated 

the outcome implied by the heading of the block for the box. Each test pair was shown 

twice. The four test trials were presented on alternate trials, counterbalanced across 

subjects. 

Procedure. The procedure was the same for all ages. Infants were tested while sitting 

on their caretakers' lap in front of the window of the display cabin. The eye level of the 

infant was adjusted by the height of the caretakers seat such that the infants looked at an 

angle of 40 degrees into the opening of the box. The infant were seated approximately 

70 cm from the window. Caretakers were informed about the procedure and instructed 

not to look at the displays. If they nonetheless looked at the displays their infants were 

excluded from the experiment. 

The duration of the looks of the infants, as indicated by corneal reflection, were 

scored in tenths of seconds by a hidden observer who observed the infant through a 

peephole of the display cabin. The duration of the looks was recorded with the aid of a 

button box connected to a computer. The observer was carefully trained and blind to the 

specific heading shown on a trial. Two observers watched 20 infants in order to deter

mine inter-observer-reliability. Intcr-observer-reliability on 0.5 second intervals of total 

looking time over trials averaged 94%. 

A variant of an infant controlled familiarization of the visual looking time task was 

used (Horowitz, Paden, Bhana, & Self, 1972). The beginning of each trial, was sig

nalled by a tone which was also the sign for the experimenter to lift the roller-blind. On 

each trial the passing through event involving one of the two directions of approach was 

shown for one or more cycles. At the start of each cycle, the distance between the 

bottom of the block and the opening of the box was 20 cm. The block reached the 

bottom of the box in approximately 1.8 s. After 2 s, the block was raised in 1.5 s to its 

original position were it hung for 1.5 s. Thereafter, the same 7.8 cycle was repeated. A 

trial was ended at the end of the cycle in which the infant looked at the event for at least 2 

s and had then continuously looked away for 2 s. The end of the trial was signalled by a 

tone which was the signal for the experimenter to slide the roller-blind across the 
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window. The roller-blind occluded the display for 4 s. The next trial started with a 

different heading of the block for the box. 

Familiarization trials continued until the infant met the criterion of a 50% or greater de

crease in looking time on two consecutive trials relative to the looking time on the first 

two trials or after a maximum of 13 familiarization trials. The computer calculated when 

the infant met the criterion. After familiarization, the test trials were shown. The proce

dure for these trials was identical to the procedure of the familiarization trials with the ex

ception that the heading of the block for the box was changed (see Figure 13). 

Results and Discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach the criterion was 5 

for all age groups. No infant reached the maximum of 13 familiarization trials. 

Looking times. The infants' looking times were compared by means of a 3 χ 2 χ 2 

mixed model analysis of variance with Age ( 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old) and Order 

(lawful test trial or violation test trial first) as the between subject factors and Test Pair 

(violation and lawful) as the within subject factor. The analysis revealed a significant 

main effect of Test Pair F_ (1,54)= 7.17, p. < .01. This main effect was qualified by a 

significant Age χ Test Pair interaction F (2, 54) = 6.75 p. <. 005. Further analysis with 

Tukey's multiple range test revealed the following effects. The 12-month-old infants 

showed significantly longer looking times in the violation test trials than in the lawful test 

trials whereas, the 6- and 9-month-old infants did not (see Figure 14). 

These results indicate that in contrast to the 6- and 9-month-olds, the 12-month-old in

fants found the passing through outcome in the violation test trials much more interesting 

than the passing through outcome in the lawful test trials. Since the change of the rim in 

the violation trials was not visible, this change could not be the reason for the longer 

looking times in the violation test trials. Secondly, the infants saw the same objects and 

motion throughout the trials, therefore, longer looking times could not be ascribed to 

change in objects or motion. Only the heading between the objects and its constraints 

were changed. Therefore, the data suggest that twelve-month-old infants apparently de

tected the incongruity of the passing through outcome with the heading between the block 

and the box in the violation trials. We interpret this to mean that these infants perceived 

that the heading in the violation trials did not underlie passing through and, therefore, 

looked longer when passing through was shown. 

The results show that 12-month-old infants perceived that the heading of the block for 

the box in the violation test trials did not underlie passing through. However, it is not 

clear whether or not they perceived that this heading in violation trials underlay support 
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We ran a second experiment in order to determine whether and at what age infants per
ceive that certain headings of an object for another object underlie support while others 
do not. 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

• • • • 
I I I ( 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the passing 

through experiment with variation of heading. 
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• Lawful trails 

ID Violation trails 

4 Months 6 Months 12 Months 

Age 

Figure 14. Test pair scores for the three age groups in the passing through experiment 

with variation of heading. 

4.3. Experiment 2 : Support 

Method 

Subjects. Three other groups of 20 infants, served as subjects. Twenty infants were 

6 months old (mean age = 6 months and 5 days), 20 infants were 9 months old (mean 

age = 9 months and 5 days) and 20 infants were 12 months old (mean age =12 months 

and 6 days). An additional 6 infants were excluded from the experiment, 3 because of 

emotional distress, 1 because of equipment failure and 2 because their caretakers did not 

follow the instructions given by the experimenter. The infants were similarly recruited as 

in experiment 1. 

Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that of experiment 1 with one exception, 

after a downward motion of 36 cm a block was stopped by a piece of wood, 10 cm in 

height, placed beneath the handlift 

Objects. Again a block and a box were used. The block was 17 χ 8 χ 10 cm and the 

box, 15 χ 10x8 cm. the box had an opening of 7 χ 14 cm. Both objects were made of 

the same materials as the objects of experiment 1. 

Design. Infants were familiarized to a block that was lowered to, and became sup

ported by the rims of a box and then raised to its original position. In order to demon

strate support for two different headings, the box was placed in two different horizontal 

positions with relation to the block. One support event consisted of a downward motion 

of the block to the box (8 χ 10 χ 15 cm). The block overlapped both side rims with 4.5 
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cm and 7 χ 2.5 cm of the opening of the box remained visible in front of the block (see 

Figure 3). The other event consisted of a downward motion of the block to the box (15 χ 

10 χ 8 cm). The block overlapped all rims with 1 cm (see Figure 15). Variations in 

heading on alternate trials allowed the extraction of a range of headings all consistent with 

an outcome of support. 

After familiarization, two test pairs were shown. One test pair consisted of a down

ward motion of the block to the box (15x10x8 cm) until it became supported by the left 

rim and the back rim of the box. The block overlapped the left side rim with 2.8 cm and 

the back rim with 1 cm. There was a small segment of the opening of the box visible. 

This segment was approximately 1 cm in depth in front and at the right side of the block. 

In this test pair heading was consistent with support and therefore, was similar to the 

heading seen in the familiarization trials. The other test pair consisted of a downward 

motion of the block until it became supported by the left side rim of the box (8x10x15 

cm.) The block overlapped the side rim by 10.5 cm, and the back rim by one cm. Part of 

the opening of the box remained visible. This opening was 1 cm in depth in front of the 

block, and 2 cm in depth on the right side of the block. In this test pair the heading of the 

block for the box was not consistent with support, and therefore, it was different from 

the heading shown in the familiarization trials. However, for both test pairs a support 

outcome was shown. For one lest pair, the event outcome (1) was similar to that seen in 

the familiarization phase, and (2) conformed lawfully to the outcome implied by the 

heading of the block for the box. For the other test pair the event outcome (1) was simi

lar to that seen in the familiarization phase, but (2) violated the outcome specified by the 

heading of the block for the box. 

Each test pair was shown twice. The four test trials were presented on alternate trials, 

counterbalanced across subjects. 

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in experiment 1, but this time 

support was shown. At the beginning of each cycle, the distance between the bottom of 

the block and the opening of the box was 26 cm. The block reached the top of the box in 

approximately 1.4 s were it remained steady for 2 s. Then the block was lifted in 1.8 s to 

its original position were it hung for 1.5 s. Thereafter, the same 6.7 cycle was repeated. 

As described above, the violation trials consisted of the block becoming magically sup

ported by one rim of the box. Placing the piece of wood beneath the handlift made this 

support outcome possible. The piece of wood was placed beneath the handlift across tri

als throughout the whole experiment. This ensured that the same contact sound was 
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heard across trails. Therefore, longer looking times could not be ascribed to difference in 

sound across trials. After a familiarization criterion was reached the test trials started. 

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASE TEST PHASE 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of the familiarization and test displays in the support 

experiment with variation of heading. 

Results and Discussion 

Familiarization. The mean number of familiarization trials to reach criterion was 5 for 

all age groups. None of the infants reached the maximum of 13 familiarization trials. 

Looking times. The infants' looking times were compared by means of a 3 χ 2 χ 2 

mixed model analysis of variance with Age (6, 9, and 12 months) and Order (lawful or 
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violation test trial first) as the between subject factors and with Test Pair (violation and 

lawful) as the within subject factor. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of 

Test Pair E (1, 54) = 12.54, β < .001. This main effect was qualified by a significant 

two-way Age by Test Pair interaction F (2,54) = 1 1 . 1 3 J K . 0 0 1 . Further analysis with 

Tukey's multiple range test revealed the following effects: The 6- and 9-month-old in

fants did not have significantly longer looking times in the'violation test trials compared 

to their looking times in the lawful test trials, whereas the 12-month-old infants did show 

such a significant difference (see Figure 16). 

In the same line of reasoning of experiment 1, these results suggest that the 12-month-

old infants, in contrast to 6- and 9-month old infants, perceived that the heading of the 

block for the box in the violation test trials did not underlie support. It was concluded 

that around 12 months of age infants become able to perceive the heading that underlies 

support. 

| • Lawful trails 

' • Violation (rails 

4 Months 6 Months 12 Months 

Age 

Figure 16. Test pair scores for the three age groups in the support experiment with 

variation of heading. 

4.4. General discussion 

The results of the present study show that infants from 12 months of age are able to 

anticipate that a small change in heading of a block for a box with an opening on top, un

derlies different event outcomes, i.e., passing through or support. Six- and nine-month-

old infants did not show anticipation of interactions on the basis of perception of 

heading. It may be concluded from these results that infants from 12 months of age do 

not just perceive an absolute relation between object properties but that they perceive 
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relations between object properties under transformation. This finding provides further 

evidence to Sitskoom and Smitsman's hypothesis (in press, 1994) that infants perceive 

interactions on the basis of dynamic object relations. 

However, the negative results of the younger infants seem to be in contrast with the 

concept of dynamic object relations. Sitskoorn & Smitsman showed that infants from 6 

months of age were able to perceive the width relation between a block and a box when 

the heading of the block for the box was not varied. Combination of this result with our 

negative results of the younger infants seem to suggest that infants younger than 12 

months of age are able to perceive relations between absolute object properties but are not 

able to perceive object relations under transformation. However, if we take into account 

the finding from Sitskoom and Smitsman (1994) and also others (Granrud, Yonas, 

Smith, Arterberry, Glicksman, & Sorknes, 1984c) that infants' perception of interactions 

is based upon optical information another explanation seems more plausible. It seems 

more plausible that the inability of the young infants to perceive relative width under 

variations of heading may be attributed to a less differentiated perception of optical 

information. 

In the study by Sitskoom & Smitsman it was shown that occlusion of both side rims 

of the box by both sides of the block at the level of the opening of the box, provided in

fants with information for support. Occlusion of none of the side rims, but only the in

side structure of the box, provided the infants with information for passing through. In 

the violation test trials of the present experiments the occlusion pattern did not consist of 

occlusion of only inside structure or occlusion of the side rims of the box by both sides 

of the block. In the violation trials of the passing through experiment it consisted of oc

clusion of a side rim by one side, and. occlusion of inside structure by the other side of 

the block. In the violation test trials of the support experiment the occlusion pattern did 

not consist of occlusion of both side rims of the box by both sides of the box, but only 

one side rim of the box was occluded by a side of the block (most right columns of 

Figure 13 & 15). For infants with less differentiated perception this could mean that in 

the violation trials of our experiments, there was information for both passing through 

and for support. Occlusion of the inside structure of the box by one side of the block 

may have provided them with information for passing through. Occlusion of a side rim 

of the box by a side of the block may have provided them with information for support. 

Depending upon their familiarization history, infants may have focussed on the occlu

sion pattern that seemed to be consistent with the interaction that was shown during 

familiarization. That is, they may have attended only to the occlusion of a rim when they 
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were familiarized to support and only to the occlusion of inside structure when they were 

familiarized to passing through. Therefore, they may not have been surprised when the 

block that occluded the inside structure of a box with a side passed through the opening 

even though the other side of the block passed through a rim of the box. On the other 

hand they may not have been surprised when the block that occluded a rim of a box 

became supported by this rim, even though this rim did not provide enough support. 

In order to perceive the information specified by the occlusion pattern that occurs for 

partial collision, as in the present study, more differentiated perception is necessary than 

for the information specified by the occlusion pattern that occurs for total or no collision, 

as in the Sitskoorn & Smitsman study. Although young infants are sensitive to optical 

information this sensitivity may be less differentiated than that of older infants. They 

may focus on optical variables that are only partially useful for the task at hand. This less 

differentiated perception may explain why the younger infants were able to perceive rela

tive width under variation of the metrical widths of the block and the box and but not un

der variations of heading. 

The results in the passing through experiment also seem to be in contrast with the re

sults of earlier studies on infants' perception of solidity. (Baillargeon, 1986, 1987a, 

1987b; Spelke et al.., 1992a). These studies showed that infants from 2.5 months of age 

onwards are already sensitive to solidity. In our study, 6- and 9-month-old infants were 

not surprised when they saw a block moving with one side through the rim of a box that 

was placed on its path. This finding suggests that the infants in our study were not 

sensitive to solidity. 

An explanation of these contrasting results in terms of Spelke's core knowledge thesis 

is very difficult. Namely, on the basis of her thesis we would expect that by 6 months of 

age infants would readily perceive the violation of solidity in our passing through experi

ment. The contrast may be resolved in two alternative ways. First, the present study in

volved events that where fully visible to the infants, whereas the studies on infants' per

ception of solidity involved events in which violations of solidity took place while an 

object was hidden. It may be that different systems of knowledge underlie the perception 

of visible and hidden interactions (see also Kaiser, Proffitt, Wheelan, & Hecht, 1992; 

Shanon, 1976; Spelke, 1992b). 

However, if we take infants' sensitivity to optical information into account the con

trasting results can again be explained in terms of progressive differentiation of optical 

patterns. At first, one may question this explanation because the studies on infants' per

ception of solidity both used a hidden displacement paradigm. One may argue that be-
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cause of this paradigm infants had no access to occlusion specified information and that, 

therefore, the results cannot be explained in terms of optical information but have to be 

explained in terms of representation and reasoning (Spelke et al., 1992a). However, we 

argue that in absence of the screen at the start and end of the events shown, in these 

studies optical information about obstruction of motion was still presented (see also 

Sitskoorn & Smitsman, 1994) and that perception of this information required less dif

ferentiation than perception of the optical information for obstruction as presented in the 

present study. 

One typical experiment on infants' perception to solidity by Spelke and her colleagues 

(Spelke et al.., 1992a) may serve as an example. In this experiment, infants were pre

sented with a surface with a gap. A ball fell behind a screen and reappeared on the floor 

of the display, as if it had passed through the gap. Infants were tested with a ball that 

was smaller than the gap (lawful condition) and with a ball that was wider than the gap 

(violation condition). Infants from 3.5 months of age looked longer at the violation con

dition than at the lawful condition, suggesting that they perceived that the passing of the 

wider ball through the gap violated the solidity principle. Even though, because of the 

screen the arrangement of surfaces that arose between the ball and the surface with the 

gap at the level of the gap could not actually be seen before or during the motion of the 

ball, information about the width relation, was still optically specified. At the beginning 

of a trial before the screen was put in place, the ball was shown above the surface with 

the gap. Also at the end of a trial the screen was removed and the ball was shown in its 

final position below the surface through which it had apparently passed. In order to per

ceive the outcome of the interaction, infants only had to perceive the width relation be

tween the two objects since heading was not varied. This width relation could directly be 

perceived when the screen was removed at the end of each trial. Both objects were 

displayed close together against a common background. The infants could still directly 

perceive the width relation between the objects by visually comparing the amount of 

background that was relatively covered by the width of both objects. 

A similar explanation can be given for the results of a study on infants' perception of 

solidity by Baillargeon (1986). In this study infants from 6 months of age were presented 

with events in which a toy car rolled behind a screen that hid a box. In some conditions 

the box was placed on the path of the car; in others it was not. The place of the box was 

shown before the beginning of a trial. Subsequently, the screen was put in place. 

Regardless of the place of the box, the car always reappeared at the far side of the screen. 

Infants looked longer in the condition where the box was placed upon the path of the car 
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than in the condition where the box was not placed on its path. These results suggest that 

infants from 6 months of age perceived that the car could not have passed through the 

space occupied by the box. However, the car was placed on rails. Therefore, the path of 

the car was optically specified at the beginning and at the end of the experiment when the 

screen was raised. In the test conditions the box was placed in front, behind, or fully on 

the path of the car. If the box was placed fully upon the path, i.e. on the rails of the 

moving object it occluded the rails and, therefore, may have provided the infants with 

unambiguous information for obstruction of the path of the car. 

We showed that in Spelke's as well as in Baillargeon's study the infants may have 

been presented with optical information about obstruction of motion. This information 

implied füll collision similar to the information provided in the Sitskoom & Smitsman 

study (in press). In the present study infants were presented with partial collision. It was 

argued in the beginning of this discussion that optical transformations that result from 

partial collision may require more differentiated perception than perception of optical 

transformations that result from full collision. Therefore, the contrast between the results 

of Spelke's and Baillargeon's study and the present study may also be explained in terms 

of progressive differentiation of optical information. If it can be proven that this explana

tion is true, the assumption of core knowledge and inference processes would be super

fluous. 

Regardless of whether the contrast in results on infants' perception of solidity can be 

explained according to an explanation of different knowledge systems, or in terms of 

progressive differentiation of optical information, our results show that theories on 

infants' understanding of solidity at least need to take infants' sensitivity to occlusion 

specified-information into account 

Our explanation for the age differences found in perception of interacting objects is in 

accordance with the theory of progressive differentiation of E.J. Gibson, (1969). 

According to this theory, perceptual development involves the progressive differentiation 

in abstracting invariant properties from transformations in the optic array. For the per

ception of information specified by occlusion patterns that result from partial collision, as 

in the present experiment, more differentiated perception is necessary than for occlusion 

in the case of full collision or no collision as shown in the studies by Baillargeon (1986), 

Sitskoom & Smitsman ( in press, 1994), and Spelke (Spelke et al., 1992a). Progressive 

differentiation results in increasing correspondence of perception with the distal sources 

of stimulation in the environment 
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The present study showed that beside their ability to perceive interactions as a conse

quence of object motion principles and relations between object properties, infants from 

12 months of age are also able to perceive interactions on the basis of relations between 

object properties under transformation. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Discussion 

5.1. Conclusions 
Let me start this last part of my dissertation by briefly summarizing its main hypothe

sis. Subsequently, I will integrate the results of the three empirical studies that were exe

cuted in order to test this hypothesis. 

The core question of my dissertation was whether dynamic relations between interact

ing objects can be proper effective units for the perception of mechanical interactions by 

infants. Dynamic object relations were described as relations between properties of ob

jects that occur in space and over time and may constrain the outcome of an interaction. 

They imply a specific change in the arrangement between the surfaces of the objects in

volved in the interaction. This change covaries with a transformation in the structure of 

the optic array of a pcrceiver. The specificity of optical transformations to their soure 

constitutes information for the dynamic object relations. Therefore, the optical transfor

mation makes it possible to 'recognize' the dynamic object relation as an invariant 

property of the interaction. If perception of this invariant property precedes the outcome 

of the interaction, anticipation of this outcome becomes possible. Perceptual development 

may involve an improvement in the ability to detect these kind of optical invariants. As a 

consequence, young infants will become increasingly able to anticipate the outcome of 

interactions. 

The first research question (elaborated in chapter 2) concerned infants' ability to per

ceive dynamic object relations. We investigated 4-, 6-, and 9-month-olds' ability to per

ceive whether the width relation between a block and the opening of a box allowed pass

ing through or support for the block. The results indicated that between 4 and 6 months 

of age infants became able to perceive the width relation and the outcome it specified. 

The results of a control experiment showed that variation in the width relation was only 

noticed as long as it constrained the outcome of the interaction. However, when a 

change in width relation did not affect the outcome, this change remained unnoticed. 

Although we could conclude from the results of the first study that infants' perception 

of interactions was directed towards object relations that were meaningful for the interac

tion, in order to conclude that infants look dynamic object relations as the unit for their 

perception we needed to investigate whether they perceived the meaningful object relation 
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as a whole. It was still possible that the infants in the first study focussed their attention 

on the separate components that comprised the relation that constrained the outcome of 

the interaction. They might have perceived the absolute widths of the block and opening 

of the box separately and inferred whether the absolute widths allowed for passing 

through or support given the block's direction of approach. The results of the second 

study (chapter 3) indicated, however, that such was not the case. The research question 

of this second study concerned the underlying source of information for infants' 

perception of the dynamic width relation. The results showed that when the arrangement 

between the surfaces of the interacting objects at the level of the box' opening remained 

visible, 6- and 9-month-old infants were able to perceive the width relation and to 

anticipate passing through and support accordingly. However, when this arrangement 

was concealed, only 18-month-olds were able to perceive the width relation and the event 

outcome it specified. If they had perceived the interaction on the basis of the separate 

components of the relation, i.e. the absolute widths of the block and the box opening, 

the younger infants should still have been able to anticipate the interaction because 

information about the absolute widths remained available. The finding that infants 

younger than 18 months of age no longer perceived the width relation when the 

arrangement of surfaces at the level of the box opening was concealed, supported our 

assumption that optic information specifies dynamic relations between objects for infants. 

The need for optical information about the arrangement of the surfaces of both objects 

together, clearly indicates that young infants took the dynamic object relation as the unit 

for their perception of the interaction. 

In the first two studies the outcome of the interaction was determined by the relation 

between a property of two objects, namely their width. However, dynamic object rela

tions are relations that arise in space and over time. That is, dynamic object relations are 

not only determined by the relations between the properties of objects but they are deter

mined by relations between object properties under transformation. Depending upon the 

transformation imposed upon the objects involved in the interaction, the dynamic object 

relation may change even though the object properties remain the same. For example, if 

a block that is smaller than the opening of the box heads for the rim of a box instead of 

for its centre, the width relation that underlay passing through, changes in a width 

relation that may underlie support. Because a transformation may impose different 

constraints upon the interaction infants have to perceive relations between object 

properties under transformation. Visual perception of these relations under 

transformations is possible because transformations in combination with object properties 
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imply a specific change in the arrangement between the surfaces of the objects. This 

change in the arrangement between surfaces covaries with a transformation in the 

structure of the optic array. Due to its specificity this transformation in the optic array 

constitutes information for the interaction. 

The third research question (elaborated in chapter 4) concerned infants' ability to per

ceive relations between object properties under transformation. More specifically, we in

vestigated infants' perception of relative width under variations of heading. In contrast to 

the first studies, the absolute width of the block and the box was not varied. However, 

the heading of the block for the box was varied such that the dynamic width relation 

changed, e.g. passing through was no longer possible when the block headed for the 

rim of the box instead of for its centre. The results of the third study showed that infants 

from 12 months of age were able to anticipate passing through and support under varia

tions of heading. 

Combination of the data of the studies showed that infants from 6 months of age are 

able to perceive a dynamic object relation and the outcome it specified. However, 6-, 9-, 

and 12-month-old infants are no longer able to do so when the visible arrangement be

tween the surfaces of the interacting objects is concealed, and 6- and 9-month-olds are no 

longer able to do so when heading is varied. The finding that young infants are no 

longer able to perceive the dynamic object relation when the visible arrangement between 

the surfaces of the interacting objects is concealed, proved that infants' perception of 

interactions is based upon the visible arrangement of surfaces. In turn this finding 

suggests that the inability of the younger infants to perceive relative width under 

variations of heading may be attributed to a lesser differentiated sensitivity to occlusion 

information. Although young infants are sensitive to optical information this sensitivity 

seems to be less differentiated than that of older infants. They may focus on optical 

variables that are only partially useful for the task at hand e.g they may focus on 

occlusion but they may not differentiate between the information as specified by total and 

partial occlusion. This lesser differentiation may explain why the younger infants were 

able to perceive relative width under variation of the metrical widths of the block and the 

box and but not under variations of heading. This explanation is consistent with E. J. 

Gibson's theory (1969) on progressive differentiation of perception. 

In summary, together the results of the empirical studies supported the core hypothe

sis that dynamic relations between interacting objects can be proper effective units for the 

perception of mechanical interactions by infants. These dynamic object relations are 

specified by optical transformations. Perceptual development seems to involve a pro-
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gressive differentiation of structure available in the optic array and, therefore, an increas

ing ability to perceive interactions. The concept of dynamic object relations seems to be a 

useful extension for theories on infant perception of the physical world. 

5.2. Representation and reasoning versus optical information 
Our findings fit well in the growing body of recent literature on infants' perception of 

the physical world. This literature shows that infants' perceptual skills are more devel

oped than previously expected and these findings raise serious questions about the valid

ity of Piagel's claims. Studies have shown that infants are able to perceive separate 

objects (Granrud, Yonas, Smith, Arterberry, Glicksman, & Sorknes, 1984c; Keilman & 

Spelke, 1983), their properties like form and size (Day & Mckenzie, 1973; Day & 

Mckenzie, 1982; Ruff, 1982), the motions they make (E.J. Gibson, Owsley, & 

Johnston, 1978; Ruff, 1985), and the constraints that these motions impose upon events 

(Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992a; Spelke, Simmons, Breinlinger, 

Jacobson, Keller, & Macomber, 1992b). We added to these findings that infants are also 

able to anticipate the outcomes of interactions on the basis of dynamic object relations. 

There is a contrast between our and other studies on infants' perception of object inter

actions. Previous studies had in common the assumption that infants do take the separate 

object as the unit for perception. This may be the case in some situations, e.g. in the 

case of perception of object properties or object motions. However, on the basis of our 

findings it is implausible to conclude that infants also take the separate object as the unit 

for perception of object interactions. The present study showed that dynamic object rela

tions served as a unit for perception of interactions. Perception of object interactions on 

the basis of dynamic object relations is more parsimonious than perception of object in

teractions on the basis of separate objects. When objects, their properties, and their mo

tions each serve as separate units for the perception of interactions, infants need to infer 

how these separate units in combination constrain the outcome of the interaction. When 

perception is based upon dynamic object relations that are specified by optical transfor

mations, such inference becomes superfluous because the combination is given in the 

dynamic object relation that is specified by optical transformations. 

On the basis of the design and the results of the studies by Spelke and her colleagues 

(Spelke et al., 1992a; 1992b) as well as on the basis of other studies (Baillargeon 1986, 

1987a, 1987b), one might question the hypothesis that infants always need to perceive 

the visible arrangement of surfaces of objects in order to anticipate the outcome of an in

teraction. All these studies used a hidden displacement paradigm and infants were still 
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able to anticipate the outcome of the interaction. The basic assumption of these studies 

was that in order to anticipate this interaction, infants needed to represent the objects and 

to reason about their interaction because part of the interaction was concealed. A problem 

with all these studies is that despite concealment, optical information for the dynamic re

lations between the objects may still have been available. Direct information about the ar

rangement of the surfaces of the interacting objects may have been given at the beginning 

and at the end of the interaction. Therefore, it may be argued that perception of interac

tions that involve hidden displacement not necessarily requires representation and reason

ing. 

One example of available optical information for dynamic object relations in experi

ments that used hidden displacement was already given in chapter 3. We suggested that 

occlusion of common background by two objects might have provided infants with in

formation about the width relation between the objects even though part of the interaction 

was concealed. A typical experiment on infants' perception of solidity by Baillargeon 

(1986) served as another example. In this study infants from 6 months of age were pre

sented with events in which a toy car rolled behind a screen that hid a box. In some 

conditions the box was placed upon the path of the car, in Others it was not. Regardless 

of the place of the box, the car always reappeared at the far side of the screen. Infants 

looked longer at the condition where the box was placed upon the path of the car than at 

the condition where the box was not placed on its path. It was concluded from these re

sults that infants from 6 months of age inferred that the car could not have passed 

through the space occupied by the box. 

However, the car was placed on rails. Therefore, the path of the car was optically 

specified at the beginning and at the end of the experiment when the screen was raised. 

In the test conditions the box was placed in front, behind, or fully on the path of the car. 

If the box was placed fully upon the path of the moving object, i.e. on the rails, it oc

cluded the rails and therefore, may have provided the infants with unambiguous informa

tion for obstruction of the path of the car. No such information was given when the box 

was placed in front or behind the rails. 

The possibility that infants still may obtain information under circumstances of hidden 

displacement weakens Spelke's hypotheses that infants' perception of interactions is 

based upon core knowledge that underlies their representation of objects and the reason

ing about them. In addition, some of our results are in direct contrast with Spelke's hy

potheses. 
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Chapter 5 

Spelke considered infants' ability to reason about interacting objects in accord with 

four basic motion principles of objects, i.e. continuity, solidity, gravity, and inertia. 

She concluded from a series of experiments that infants from 2.5 months of age are 

sensitive to solidity and continuity and are able to anticipate event outcomes that are based 

upon these constraints. The finding that the 6- and 9-month-old infants in our heading 

study (chapter 4) were not surprised when they saw the block with one side moving 

through a rim of the box is in direct contrast with Spelke's hypothesis that infants' 

reasoning accords with the principle of solidity. On the other hand, the results also 

indicate that infants' perception is not always directed to dynamic object relations either. 

Such results become understandable when we assume that infants' perception is guided 

by optical information. Atlunement to this optically information may be less 

differentiated at first. However, perception seems to become progressively differentiated 

over time, which allows for more veridical perception. Based on this conclusion, it 

seems that Spelke's theory on infants' perception of the physical world also needs to take 

infants' sensitivity to occlusion into account. 

5.3. The similarity between affordances and dynamic object relations 
A core concept of the ecological approach is the concept of affordance. The concept 

of dynamic object relations introduced here is highly similar to the concept of affordance. 

Firstly, affordances as well as object relations concern commensurable properties of in

teracting elements. Dynamic object relations involve properties of an object that are 

commensurate to those of another object. Affordances involve environmental properties 

that are commensurate to properties of a person's own body. Secondly, both dynamic 

object relations and affordances are properties of an interaction that are meaningful for the 

course and outcome of the interaction and provide the perceiver with information about 

the course and outcome of this interaction. This information does not have to be inferred 

but is given in the relation itself. 

Affordances as well as object relations concern relations between commensurable 

properties of interacting elements. The properties of the relations that determine the inter

action may be similar in both. For example, the grasping of an object, depends upon the 

width relation between the interacting elements. So does the passing of a block through 

the opening of a box. It is interesting to compare infants' perception of an affordance 

with their perception of a dynamic object relation when both consist of relation that in

volves similar properties. There are several affordance studies that have investigated 

implicitly or more explicitly the affordance of a width relation. For example, von 
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Discussion 

Hofsten and Rönnqvist (1988) discovered that the graspability of an objects' size for the 

infants' fingerspan was perceived by 9-month-olds, but not by 6-month-olds. Other ex

periments showed that around 8 months of age infants begin to perceive the affordances 

of the opening of a box to their hand (Pieraut-le Bonniec, 1985; Stambak, Sinclair, 

Verba, Moreno, & Raya, 1989). Our research showed that the width relation between 

two objects was already discovered by 6 months of age, 2 months earlier than the percep

tion of a comparable affordance. Combination of the results of our present study and the 

results of affordance studies indicates that a relation between two objects is not necessar

ily more complex to perceive than an affordance that consists of a comparable relation. 

Dynamic object relations not only resemble affordances, they provide also new sets of 

affordances to the infants' evolving action system. Whenever infants are able to perceive 

an action that is afforded by a dynamic object relation and are able to coordinate the rela

tion to their manipulatory system, tool use becomes possible. In other words, tool use 

can be considered as the exploitation of dynamic object relations. In our description of 

tool use, dynamic object relations are conceived as the units that need to be perceived in 

tool use. This is in contrast with the traditional view that conceives tools and targets as 

separate units, separate from one another and separate from the actor (see van Leeuwen, 

Smitsman, & van Leeuwen, 1994). Whether infants indeed perceive the affordance of 

dynamic object relations cannot be concluded from our results and needs further investi

gation. 

The results of our studies point to an advanced perceptual ability in infancy, namely, 

perception of dynamic relations between objects. Much remains to be investigated about 

the origins and development of this ability. New experiments can be designed to investi

gate the generalizibility of the findings reported here and to investigate in further detail the 

relation between optically specified information and the development of perceptual skills. 

Furthermore, it seems worthy to investigate the role of perception of dynamic object rela

tions in tool use. 
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Summary 

Summary 

The present dissertation investigated infants' perception of the outcome of mechanical 

interactions. An outcomes is constrained by relations between the objects involved in an 

interaction. The traditional approach to the perception of interactions conceives objects, 

their properties, and their motions as separate units of perception. An infant has to infer 

the relations between these separate units. Two representatives of the traditional ap

proach were discussed. According to Piaget's theory, the ability to perceive relations 

between interacting objects depends upon sensori-motor structures that arise gradually as 

perception and action become intercoordinated. According to Spelke this ability depends 

upon core knowledge about objects. This core knowledge allows infants to represent 

objects and to reason about them. 

In the present dissertation it was suggested that dynamic object relations are the proper 

effective units for the perception of object interactions in infancy. Dynamic object rela

tions are the relations between object properties that constrain the course and outcome of 

mechanical interactions. They emerge during an interaction. Which relations emerge de

pends upon the properties of the objects involved and upon the transformations imposed 

upon the objects. Since dynamic object relations constrain the course and outcome of an 

interaction, perception of these relations allows for the perception of this course and out

come. 

It was hypothesized that dynamic object relations are perceivable without perception 

of the separate components of which the relations are composed. This hypothesis is 

based upon the Gibsonian view that relations between objects can be perceived directly to 

the extent that information that specifies these relations is available for the perceptual 

system. For the visual system, information is contained within invariants in the flow of 

stimulation in the optic array. A dynamic object relation implies a specific changing 

arrangement between the surfaces of the objects involved in an interaction. The changing 

arrangement transforms the structure of the optic array in a way that is specific to the 

dynamic object relation. The specificity to its source makes that this optical 

transformation constitutes information for the relation. Sensitivity to the optical 

transformation makes it possible to perceive the dynamic object relation as an invariant 

property of the interaction and to anticipate the outcome it specifies. Perceptual 
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development involves an improvement in the ability to detect these kind of invariants and, 

therefore, it involves an increasing ability to anticipate the outcome of interactions. 

It was concluded from three separate studies that infants take dynamic object relations 

as the effective unit for the perception of interactions, and that perception of these rela

tions is indeed based upon optical transformations. In several experiments in the first 

two studies, infants from 4 to 18 months of age watched a variety of instances of a block 

that passed through the opening of a box or became supported by its rims. Whether 

passing through or support occurred depended upon the width relation between the block 

and the opening of the box. Perception of this width relation allowed for anticipation of 

the outcome of the interaction. From the age of six months, infants were able to perceive 

the width relation when the occlusion of the box by the block at the level of the opening 

of the box remained visible throughout the event. When the block occluded only the in

side of the box they perceived that the width relation specified passing through. When 

the block occluded both side rims of the box, they perceived that it specified support. 

However, when these occlusion patterns were concealed, 6-, and 9-, and 12-month-olds 

were no longer able to perceive the width relation and to anticipate the outcome it speci

fied. Under such circumstances of concealment only 18-month-olds were able to do so. 

It was concluded from these results that young infants took a dynamic object relation as 

the unit for their perception of the interaction and that they were able to perceive this rela

tion on the basis of optical information. 

In these first two studies infants' perception of dynamic object relations was investi

gated by changing a property of the two interacting objects, their widths. The transfor

mation imposed upon the objects remained constant. On one hand one may say that in 

order to anticipate the outcome of the interaction in these studies infants only had to per

ceive the relation between the properties of the objects and not the relation under trans

formation because the transformation remained constant. Therefore, the conclusion that 

infants' perception of interactions is based upon dynamic object relations seems prelimi

nary. Dynamic object relations are namely formed by both the object properties and the 

transformation imposed upon the objects. On the other hand, the finding that infant per

ception of interactions is based upon optical transformations, does suggest that infants 

perceive object properties under transformations. Namely, these optical transformations 

do result from relations between object properties under transformation. 

In a third study, infants' ability to perceive relations between object properties under 

transformation was investigated directly. In two experiments we presented infants again 

with a variety of instances of a block that passed through the opening of a box or became 
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supported by its rims. In contrast to the previous experiments, this time the metrical 

width between the block and the box was not varied. Whether passing through or sup

port occured depended upon the heading of the block for the box. Perception of heading 

allowed for anticipation of the outcome of the interaction. From 12 months of age infants 

were able to anticipate passing through and support under variations of heading. In other 

words they were able to perceive the change in dynamic width relation under variations 

of transformation. This finding provided us with further evidence for the hypothesis that 

infants perceive interactions on the basis of dynamic object relations. 

Combination of the data of the three different studies showed that infants from 6 

months of age are able to perceive a dynamic width relation and the outcome it specified. 

However, 6-, 9-, and 12-month-old infants were no longer able to do so when the ar

rangement between the surfaces specifying the width relation at the level of the opening 

of the box was concealed, and 6- and 9-month-olds were no longer able to do so when 

heading was varied. The finding from the second study that infants' perception of inter

actions is based upon the visibility of the arrangement of surfaces, occlusion patterns, 

suggests that the inability of the young infants to perceive relative width under variations 

of heading may be attributed to their lesser differentiated attentiveness to occlusion 

information. Although young infants are sensitive to optical information their 

attentiveness to the optical information may be less differentiated than in older infants. 

They may focus on optical variables that are only partially useful for the task at hand e.g. 

they may focus on occlusion but insufficiently differentiate whether occlusion provides 

adequate or inadequate support. 

This lesser differentiation may explain why the younger infants were able to perceive 

relative width under variation of the metrical widths of the block and the box but not 

under variations of heading. If there was occlusion of the rims of the box by the surfaces 

of the block in the experiments where the metrical widths of the objects was changed the 

outcome of the interaction always resulted in support. If there was no occlusion the 

outcome of the event always resulted in passing through. In the experiments where 

heading was changed the block only occluded a rim of the box with one side while the 

other side did not occlude a rim of the box. This occured in both the passing through and 

the support experiments. Infants not only had to perceive whether there was occlusion or 

not in order to anticipate passing through and support correctly, but they also had to 

perceive the amount of occlusion. An explanation in terms of lesser differentiated 

attentiveness is consistent with E. J. Gibson's theory on progressive differentiation of 

perception. 
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The finding that infants perceive interactions on the basis of dynamic object relations 

that are specified by optical transformations, weakens the traditional view holding that in

fants' perception of object interactions is based upon knowledge of separate units and in

ferences. It was concluded that theories of infant perception of object interactions need 

to take infants' sensitivity to occlusion information into account 
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Samenvatting 

In deze dissertatie wordt verslag gedaan van een onderzoek naar het vermogen van 

baby's om de afloop van mechanische interacties te anticiperen. De uitkomst van zo'n 

interactie wordt bepaald door de relaties tussen de eigenschappen van de objecten die bij 

de interactie betrokken zijn. De traditionele benadering met betrekking tot het waarnemen 

van object interacties veronderstelt dat objecten, hun eigenschappen en hun bewegingen 

allen apart dienen te worden waargenomen. De waarnemer dient de relaties tussen deze 

aparte units af te leiden. De theorieën van twee vertegenwoordigers van de traditionele 

benadering te weten J. Piaget en E. Spelke, zijn besproken. Volgens de theorie van 

Piaget is het vermogen om relaties tussen interacterende objecten waar te nemen 

afhankelijk van sensori-motorische structuren. Deze structuren ontwikkelen progressief 

als waarneming en actie integreren. Volgens de benadering van Spelke is het vermogen 

om relaties tussen interacterende objecten waar te nemen afhankelijk van nativistische 

kennis van objecten. Deze kennis maakt het baby's mogelijk om objecten te 

representeren en om over objecten te redeneren. 

In het huidige proefschrift stel ik een alternatieve benadering voor namelijk, dat 

tijdens de baby periode dynamische object relaties de meest effectieve eenheden zijn voor 

het waarnemen van interacties tussen objecten. De heb dynamische object relaties om

schreven als díe relaties tussen de eigenschappen van objecten die het verloop en de 

uitkomst van een mechanische interactie bepalen. Zij ontstaan tijdens de interactie. 

Welke relaties ontstaan is afhankelijk van de eigenschappen van de objecten die be

trokken zijn bij de interactie en van de beweging van de objecten. Omdat dynamische 

object relaties het verloop en de afloop van een interactie bepalen stelt het waarnemen van 

deze relaties de waarnemer in staat om het verloop en de afloop van de interactie te 

anticiperen. 

Voorts werd gehypothetiseerd dat een dynamische object relatie waarneembaar is 

zonder de waarneming van de aparte componenten waaruit de relatie is opgebouwd. 

Deze hypothese is gebaseerd op de Gibsoniaanse veronderstelling dat relaties tussen 

objecten direct kunnen worden waargenomen omdat er informatie voor het perceptuele 

systeem aanwezig is die de relatie specificeert. Voor het visuele systeem wordt deze 

informatie gegeven door invarianten in de stroom van stimulatie in het optische 

gezichtsveld. Een dynamische object relatie veronderstelt een specifieke verandering in 
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de rangschikking tussen de vlakken van de objecten die betrokken zijn bij de interactie. 

Deze veranderende rangschikking covarieërt met een transformatie in de structuur van het 

optische gezichtsveld. Omdat deze transformatie specifiek is aan de bron is het directe 

informatie voor de dynamische object relatie. Gevoeligheid van het visuele systeem voor 

deze optische transformaties maakt het mogelijk om de dynamische relatie waar te nemen 

als een invariante eigenschap van de interactie. Als de waarneming van deze invariante 

eigenschap vooraf gaat aan de afloop van de interactie, wordt het mogelijk om deze 

afloop te anticiperen. Perceptuele ontwikkeling werd omschreven als een toenemend 

vermogen om deze invarianten waar te nemen. Dit toenemende perceptuele vermogen 

leidt lot een toenemende vaardigheid om de afloop van interacties te anticiperen. 

De hypothese dat dynamische object relaties de effectieve units zijn voor het waar

nemen van interacties door baby's werd ondersteund door de resultaten van drie aparte 

studies. In de verscheidene experimenten van de eerste twee studies werden baby's van 

4 tot 18 maanden enkele variaties van eenzelfde gebeurtenis getoond. Deze gebeurtenis 

bestond uit een blok dat afzakte naar de opening van een bak en door deze opening zakte 

of op de randen van de bak tot stilstand kwam. Of het blok door de opening van de bak 

zakte of op de randen tot stilstand kwam werd bepaald door de relatie tussen de wijdte 

van de opening van de bak en de wijdte van het blok. Indien deze relatie wordt 

waargenomen is het mogelijk om de afloop van de gebeurtenis te anticiperen. Baby's 

tussen de 4 en 6 maanden bleken in staat te zijn de wijdte relatie waar te nemen zolang de 

afscherming van de vlakken van de bak door de vlakken van het blok ter hoogte van de 

opening van de bak zichtbaar bleef. Indien het blok alleen de binnenkant van de bak af

schermde terwijl het de opening van de bak naderde anticipeerden de baby's dat het blok 

door de opening van de bak moest zakken. Indien de blok de beide randen van de bak 

afschermde anticipeerden zij dat het blok op de randen van de bak tot stilstand moest 

komen. Was de afscherming echter niet langer zichtbaar dan waren 6-, 9-, en zelfs 12-

maanden oude baby's niet langer in staal om de wijdte relatie waar te nemen en de afloop 

van de gebeurtenis te anticiperen. Onder deze omstandigheden waren alleen de 18 

maanden oude baby's hiertoe in staat. De resultaten leidden tot de conclusie dat baby's 

interacties waarnemen op basis van de dynamische object relatie unit en dat deze unit 

wordi gespecificeerd door optische informatie. 

In de eerste twee studies werd de waarneming van dynamische object relaties bij 

baby's onderzocht door een eigenschap, de wijdte, van twee interacterende objecten te 

veranderen. De beweging van de objecten werd constant gehouden. Men zou ten berde 

kunnen brengen dat om de afloop van de interactie te anticiperen het alleen noodzakelijk 
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was om de eigenschappen van de objecten waar te nemen en niet de eigenschappen onder 

beweging. De conclusie dat baby's dynamische object relaties waarnemen lijkt dan 

voorbarig, daar dynamische object relaties gevormd worden door object eigenschappen 

en de beweging die de objecten ondergaan. Echter, de bevinding dat baby's interacties 

waarnemen op basis van optische transformaties, veronderstelt dat zij object eigenschap

pen onder beweging waar nemen. Optische transformaties zijn namelijk het resultaat 

van relaties tussen object eigenschappen onder beweging. 

In een derde studie werd het vermogen van baby's om object eigenschappen onder 

beweging waar te nemen directer onderzocht. In twee experimenten werden baby's van 

6-, 9-, en 12-maanden weer geconfronteerd met variëerende gebeurtenissen waar een 

blok door de opening van een bak zakte of tot stilstand kwam op de rand van de bak. In 

tegenstelling tot de eerste twee studies werd de metrische wijdte relatie tussen de blokken 

en bakken niet gevarieerd. Deze keer bepaalde de benaderings-richting van het blok naar 

de bak of het blok door de opening van de bak ging of op de randen van de bak tot stil

stand kwam. Indien de benaderings-richting wordt waargenomen кал men de afloop van 

de interactie anticiperen. Baby's vanaf 12 maanden bleken in staat te zijn om de afloop te 

anticiperen terwijl de benaderings-richting gevarieerd werd. Deze bevinding levert 

aanvullend bewijs voor mijn hypothese dat baby's interacties waarnemen op basis van 

dynamische object relaties. 

Als we de data van de drie studies combineren zien we dat baby's vanaf 6 maanden in 

staat zijn om een dynamische wijdte relatie waar te nemen en om de afloop die deze 

relatie specificeert te anticiperen. Echter 6-, 9-, en 12 maanden oude kinderen waren 

hiertoe niet meer in staat als de rangschikking tussen de vlakken van het blok en de bak 

op het niveau van de opening van de bak niet langer zichtbaar was, en 6 en 9 maanden 

oude baby's waren hiertoe niet meer in staat als de benaderingsrichting van het blok naar 

de bak gevarieerd werd. Op basis van de bevinding dat de waarneming van interacties 

door baby's is gebaseerd op optische informatie heb ik gesuggereerd dat het onvermogen 

van de jonge baby's om de dynamische wijdte relatie waar te nemen als de benaderings

richting varieert, kan worden toegeschreven aan een minder gedifferentieerde aandacht 

voor optische informatie. De jongere baby's zijn gevoelig voor occlusie maar ze kunnen 

nog niet differentiëren of occlusie adequate of inadequate doorgang of ondersteuning 

specificeert. Deze differentiatie vereist namelijk niet alleen dat er waargenomen wordt of 

er wel of geen occlusie is maar vereist ook dat de mate van occlusie wordt waargenomen. 

Deze verklaring in termen van minder gedifferentieerde waarneming is consistent met E. 

J. Gibson's progressieve differentiatie theorie. 
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De bevinding dat baby's interacties waarnemen aan de hand van dynamische object 

relaties die gespecificicerd worden door optische transformaties verzwakt de traditionele 

gedachte dat de waarneming van interacties is gebaseerd op waarneming van de afzon

derlijke elementen en dat de relaties tussen deze elementen afgeleid moeten worden. 
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